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This tbesis is about be e ravages of alcohol 

cular, it focuses a~tention on Native ealing s&ate@es while 

aling strategies avail le to the people of 

t to recognize tbat my discussion concentrating on the devastating 

roblems associate th alcohol and substance abuse can lead to a mi 

the Aboriginal hea cture by painfing a negative stereoqpical image of despairing people 

thy md physically, spiritually and socially de 

t is essential to e 

use is a very real and serious roblem, it directly affects nority of Aboriginal 

es, just as it does e rninority of Ganadlans in general. Ilo ully , the reader will 

e need to describe the ways in which col zation practices 

eir toll on Aboriginal lives, they will a balaneing message of 

hope as it becomes dear that Aboriginal spiri renewal is res 

prosperity to Native izndividmls, es at an inereasing rate. 

sis extensively 

community, culture and spiritual eing of Ewo-Canadian ancestry and upbringing, 

resumptuous as to t my own tboug retations, padicularly 

es, can begin to full essence or re 

s my own elem erstanding of w at I personally perceive 

static -- documentation -- and, much more 

netic -- the livin 

eriences with me. 



en refenlng to Native eople. Several of the 

on at this point will offset 

isenminate use of the various ternis. The 

governing aim has been to employ te th accuvate and respeetful of those to 

tive is used in a very inclusive way to ine orate dl Aboriginal 

peoples of North. Ameriea. It is frequently used by Native wnters and speakers w 

emselves and other Abonginal gro wrtqosed to this is the term non- 

Native, which is also used out the document to 

populations pnmarifo~ Caucasian or Ewopeon in ori n. Again, this t 

en they were refenlng to members of 

population. 

e tenn Aboriginal is use in the widest possible sense to refer to any and al1 

indigeneous first peoples, not only the Native peoples of .C. and Canada but also of 

America, New Z e d d  and Au 

wishes of the Abonginal peopl as a way of showlng 

eir idenlity as distinct peoples. 

First N~tions is a tenn deeply embed otations, even more 

y intent is not to focus on my political controversy 

relating to sovereignty issues but, again, to erabte and increasing usage of 

abuse are major social 

clinical concerns in m y  Nafive CO olumbia is no exception. 



ulation than in 

e general popdatjon, wi an increased ris eatb from aleoholismlcirrhosis, 

omicide, suicide, motor vehide accidents, drowning, fires, exposure, pneumonia 

ng (Foster et al. 1 

Syndrome (FAS) 01 Effect (FAE) ca 

mental effects direetly to the all-imp t next generation. 

about contribu~ng factors to the he th status of Canadian Native ople is linnited since the 

hterature generally does not assess CO unding factors such as poverty ( 

ation is available relating to the i uences of demo 

socio-political factors. 

e North Amencans are one of the fastest growing eth 

e youngest, witb a median age of 18 to 220 years (Foster 

age of first involvement with ale 

youager, the frequency and amount king are greater, and negative consequenees are 

on for N a ~ v e  than non-Native youths ( 

young popdations frequently in ging in a recre 

asize high blood alcohol levels for a 'blitzed' experience" (Ferguson in 

er rates of dcohol-related deaths (i.e., motor vehicle and other 

accidents, suicide, and h t are elderly or middle aged. 

Geography also ays a role in alcohol-relate statistics. Native 

populations continue to Zocalized in nzarginal geograpKc areas. Therefore, hig 

rates occur due to factors such as higher-ris ents, greater dis 

tais a d o r  clinics, and reduced availability of 

services in general (Foster el al. 1 

local policies may cre 

exacerbate alcohol-rel 



avioural patterns, 

ore typical of the c 

male, downwardly mobile, unemploy soeially marginal to b 

Native society; tber alone or with other dnnking 

buddies" ((Ferguson in anges in policy simila to those enacted in 

d communities ( 

ebe and Huebed 1 

aracteristics and patterns of 

Aleohol and sub ce abuse affects erson's life and 

cari. severely impede p sical, social, behavioural, vocational, familial, spiri tual an 

psychologicd functioning. In ating cycle of a iction, despair and 

violeme, and to begin the rofessionals, Aleoholies 

Anonymous (AA) and Native El st first recognize and 

accept that there is a roblem, and must then ibility to affect positive 

erfhis life (Ale olics Anonymous 1 and Gutienres 1997). 

nce that first step has been en, the path to recovery can be chosen. 

ach to reeovery is eonsidere to be an effective treatment 

y individuals to a maintain sobriety. Wowever, stindies suggest 

e more success utilizing healing stmtegies whic 

and spiriha1 beliefs 

1 dker et al. 1993; tts and Gutienres 1 

5). Researehers e relative merit of inco orating traditional 

medicine md CO ty invalvement with 

use keatment programs ( 



5 

hic literature bas focused on elucidating the 

conknt involved in sub abuse and in traditiond trea 

ied factors include Aborigi 

and values regarding alco agencies and the me 

gh the implemenlation of specific riginal spinbal coastmcts. 

Native peoples in Canada have een moving eEectively to gain control of the 

treatment and recovery process in recent years, The 'healing movement' has gained 

d international recognition, through ils alli 

biomedicine and ealing approaches 

origindly-contmlled residentid Watrnent faciliti 

based on the 'Culture is Treatment ' and ly sensitive enviro 

e created so that holistic healing of rit can ensue. T 

this perspective, the root of substance abuse 

problems, and hence mue content entails cdtural reeducation combined 

with traditiond 12-Step program, and p 

sueh as Narcotics Anonymous (NA), are often also included with onîy nor modifications 

nsibilities of co 

Federal Wealth Transfer Proeess, i 

program effieaey need to be d in order to assist in the pl ' 

of effective alcohol and subs ention and recovery strategies within their 

ese questions constitute the research objectives of this thesis. 

The prirnary objec~ves have een to: (1) de Ine the number and 



er or not Native people access programs avail e at non-Native centres and 

escribe, compare, an evaluate the recovery and healing approa 

Native and non-Native tre ent facilities. Utilizing a staged approach 

ng content and thematic malyses of intervention documents, and s 

, ethnographie interviews with pro emes of similanty 

difference in the treatmnt strategies have scribed. An attempt has been made to 

detemine perceptions of and reasons for the tre ent centres' levels of efficacy within 

eontext of their clientele. hasis has been focused on 

spiritual components of the 

d values of the recovery strategies. thin the constrajnts of the prima 

followlng research questions have 

at constitutes current Native s owledge systems in 

ople respond to social e larger context? 

iefs and practices being reinstituted or is a more syncretic healing 

sthctive local or regional cultural traits, v ues or symbols being used or are they 

more universal in nature? 

gins in Chapter 2 with an nation of the relevant literature which 

defines addiction ~eor i e s  in general and expounds on the view that cul relevancy is an 

element of Aboriginal he 

to as symbolic h ing, are identifie and discussed. Chapter 3 provides a 

detailed look at the research methods use 

questions posed. T 

ethodologies to support an aceount th& is valid and reliable in scope, and deep in 

involve selecting and aeing recovery centres. IZt is 



shown that many si larities exist in the professional s in the delivery of 

non-Native centres. 

nt Merences exist 

programs. Chapter 5 es an account of se Three, the interview process. Here, 

sis is on meeting witb counsellors, Elders centres located in 

aka'wakw territones w 

rsianding of attitudes, values and processes. Their own words 

are used as much as oughout this chapter. Perc tions of program eficacy are 

iscusses the major findings from the different phases, 

explains how I inte ections of these findings, and atte 

how the rese has led me to a deeper under ciation of the intPicacies 

apter concludes ndations for future research directions. 

ations ori@nate 

made by recovery centre personne needs from their own on-the- 

ground perspective. 

Due to the lack of available infOrmation regarding diction recovery 

progras, this thesis has en designed to fil1 e role of an intro tory starting-point. It 

at this project wili be considered to be a pra 

owledge that wi h can be used as a resource by 

other researchers for the design of further in-depth, longitudinal studies, 

recovery centres ed that it will act as a 

board for future understanding of 

for First Nations comm ty development planning. 



e qumtity of fiterature available on alcohol an substance abuse is sbggenng. 

he literature on Native North Amedcans' substance abuse issues, at one t h e  rather 

also grown to a substantial body of doc ents. For example, in a bibliography 

Native Amencan dcohol-related literature published before 1977, 

: 121). The number publis since 1977 is anyone's 

ut it would be s re than doubled in the 

iast 24 years. However, the vast majodty af these studies and publications focus on 

Native Americans, leaving a sizable gap in the wledge base regarding Native Canadians 

.C. First Nations in e time this study was p 

four publications could be found specifically ad ictions recovery issues for 

.C.'s First Nations (Anderson 1 2; Harris 1995; ebe and Huebert 19 

four studies which examined Coast S ish communities located in adjacent 

ation regarding addiction treatment stmtegies for .Ce's First Nations peo 

was an important justification of the need for this project. 

R 

eories aboimd regarding causation, preven~on and recovery. For 

e, a decade ago, Young (1 re and munted 42 

ng alone, An ad ory is an abstract framew 

ce abuse into a set of fundam nciples. As such, it 

s to phonze problems and to discover solutions to these problems 



n the pdnciples set out by ory. Gontemporary addiction theories 

ed the greatest accep th professionds 

ny, have gratifying ae etics and offer problem-solving potential. 

, there remain some long- dox theories of a 

pnnciples related to persona1 conduct, T 

members of society to take a moral tentially racist hig 

entrates primadly on 

focus on prevention me se are often merpd with recovery programs to 

rehensive treatrnent. Neither does it focus on causation, em 

ch continues to remain elusive ietions field as a w 

e evolved out of the Native an 

non-Native treatment centres' t r to instil unders 

e goals, objectives and underlying values of these centres' healing strategies, several of 

the most conternporaneously types of addiction theories require brief 

eory adopts a holistic approach and postulates 

substance abuse is the net result of a cornplex initeraction between a combination of 

biological, psychologie eterminants. It is considere 

ework combinirig e different theories descri 

that within that fmmework the actitioners of the various theories c m  wo 

towards solutions under umbrella of common te nologies and concepts. This, in 

atic movement of 

ietions system of care. However, even wi 



still tends to place greater emp 

1s that provide for clinicd and e 

iological theories. For instance, it 2s speeifically noted 

iction recovery, suc 1ZStep Spiritual 

, which considers addiction to be a spintual disease w 

becomes 'spiritually ', attrlbute substance abuse to e absence of a mehphysicd 

or spiritual focus wi dicted person. These theories suggest that some individuds 

are powerless over and recovery requires the intervention of a spiritual force to 

m through the process of recovery (Ale 

and Gutienes 1 ). Health professionds with a biomedical fo 

theories due to the dificul5 in conducting empiric 

controlled clinicd trials. 

ological theories, or s ptomatic theories, suggest that substance 

e development of addictim is a sym tom of another prim mental disorder as 

iatric Association 1 ) (i.e., personality disordms, 



erfying psychiatrie disorder holds 

that Weatment of the disorder will lead to a re 

general agreement s been reached among rofessionals that 

ce abuse and psychiatrie illnesses co-exist and interaet, these conditions are distinct 

ng used to deseribe individuals 

gnosis'. Nowever, according to 

the bulk of the lite cuses on non-Native eomorbid populations with little 

ed eqirical data 

ories contend that subs d through the eomplex 

processes of behavioural acquisition and reinforcement ( vy and Kunitz 1974; 

f m  classical and operant 

ng theones to the more complex social leaming theories that eniphasize 

interaction between person dispositions and environmental situations. For instance, In 

modem education lea ce of understanding indivi 

focus on ereating and mai 

treatmnts after a coixprehensive assessrnent has dete 

most suited to their s abilities (Chenail 

eory suggests that substance abusers are 

and that substance abuse is a progressive illness with an identifiable natural history as well 



ent condition or lifetime Illness. describes the disease state as 

a constellation of symptoms following a 

deviates away from a no 

a percentage of 

predisposition for erefore considers substance abuse to be a fmily 

disease. 

genetic factor is also conlained within 

describes substance abuse as a syndrome characterized by a cltustering of 

and psychological phenomena (Lindstm henomena are sympiioms of: (1) 

an altered behavi 1 state (Le., an increasing continuhg rate of cons 

rs' opinions mdlor serious health, work, family or legal ems); (2) an altered 

subjective state (i.e,, development of cravings, lack of control -occupation with 

consumption) ; an (3) an dtered psychobiologic state (Le., withdrawal symptoms and 

increased level of tole 

e biological theories e been intensely debated mainly because they 

ich cm guide research into inants of addiction. 

excellent example of this debate, as it relates to Native subs 

own as the Fi~ewater 

th states that 

ted physical constitution ( 

). This negative stereoype of 

lar folklore, has its genesis In 

cont-inued to be a major arena w ere the genetie versus enivaro 

opulation-level differences, , evidence to sup 



gained some scientific support in the Fenna et al. (1971) study w 

compared cross-cultural rates of ethano1 metabolism an Natives metabolized 

anol more slowly than did Caucasians. T y concluded that cross-racial differences in 

anol rnetabolism were ssibly genetic. Acco ), no single study 

has contnbuted more subs ent of the Firewater 

ese researchers. To date, however, additional resea 

have been substantial, cm best be described as equivoc 

ups metabolize cohol more slowly, this does not mean 

prone to addiction or dden-ness .  Therefore, even if e rmmdm-s are correct in 

t metabolic processing of alc ol is highly variable cross-racially, it does not 

explain the problems of s stance abuse an 

e holds the seme of meaning of a notion 

based on somethmg 

yths of this kind can mold aMltudes d thus actions. T h y  are powerful i 

rs. They condition situations 

d racist consequences ( truth or falsity of the Hrew 

remains an impo health issue that d 

conclusions have had sig cant impact on attitudes and policies for Abongi 

eories hypothesize t substance abuse develops and endures as a 

ve social forces suc , trauma, and family 

ic, geographic anaor political variables. se forces are believed to act as 

social stressors an stance abuse is considered to b 

misery. In other words, sociocultural eories suggest that addiction is a syniptom used to 

mask those dismptive soci forces (not to be confuse 



described above). This is exemplified by the 

.C. Native residential centre, who writes in 

he most commonly cite eory for Native alcohol and subs 

sociocultural Theory of Anonnie (Dozier 1 

1890s but with roots going back more 

). Anonnie literally means "the absence of laws or n 

Theoretically, it contends that Aborigin e loss of a historic 

tion and reacting to the s&esses of acculturation, including the demand to inte 

con~buting to s situation include forced relocation of tribes, 

residential schools, constant ha 

resemelreservation system to provide a wdl-define set of social roles. Thes 

disintegration of Aboriginal cultures and fostered a state of 

ile there is little empirical evidence to support a direct causal relationship between 

problems alone and the 

perspective of anonnie ean 

rs cited in this thesis. 

It is important to stress here "al1 of Lhis theorizing has c 

nothing to our u ng of either the problem or the solutions 

es of conventional su 

interventions as we do about indigenous intemention strategies" (Singer in 



: 152- 153). None regardless of the theoretical stance c 

researchers and practitionem, 

eory without empiric 
ith, The field of cro 

rs DOW urge a more entical stance in study of cross-cultural addictions. 

They recomend conducting comprehensive longitudinal testing on the basis that non- 

ons of healing interventions rnar Our ability to be of professional he 

Aboriginal peoples ( ennett and Cook 1 

come an issue for Aboriglnd peo 

ions of the etiology of substance abuse. A 

and substance abuse are considered by many Natives t e ansen from, or been 

exacerbated by, the depnvation and erosion of their c ty as a result of 

colonization practices. From this erspective, the rec ection of the Abosigind person 

/spiritual roots is essential to recovery and holistic 

re is Trea tmt '  is 

association between Aborigi 

sufièring from substance abuse as been enthsias 

hysicians and social workers, w O have worked 



Abongnal substance abusers, have shared a on and disciplinary bias 

own as 'reveder/advocate'. These professi 

thenoselives in any m 

assuniption has been that Abori ction recovery strategies are 

rable to imposed m mention models whic 

sensitive, Nonetheless, in O the eoncqt of cultural relevancy, one must 

first consider aspects of i ation to individual identity and the ader concepts 

is a 'Native' is a difficult, if not impossible, task. Dlfferent 

definitions have been used by gove nts, legislative es, social scientists, 

ers, educators and Abongin s themselves (Medican . In the U ~ t e d  

States, the most c 

degree of genetic or biologic descent, r e k e  

However, in stu es focusing on su 

, reviews of alcohol metabolism and levels of intoxication mong all e 

groups usually conclude that there is more variation withirz an e 

This includes Native trib considerable heterogen 

as been a shift In ideology wi n the social science anid Native 

ties from the idea of c biologicdly toward 

common descent as a device for the kansIilission of an aulhenticdly 

n essence, this is IdentiGcaGon 

eategofization, so that anyone who daims to be a Native is categorized as one. For 



are Native, and w ey have lost their cul 

nt element in the healing process an iden-ng which cultural 

group one belongs to can make a11 the the difference. As Keesing (1987) 

A cultural mode1 is 
out the world sha 

eir cultural beliefs and practices. The term 'culture' is used 

increasingly in an overly simplistie and static way which as the effect of "strai 

burdening the rest wi an essentialist position" ( . A theme that emerges 

fiterature is that health promotion programs at address issues of 

st consider the extensive heterogeneity 

Native tribal affiliations, culture groiips, mguages and degree of A 

ying the notion of cultural relevmcy to addiction recovery 

treatment of aboriginal mental 

issues should be emp a: 171) because not only are 

who are still well integrated in their Native cultures as they cunently exist, 

va~ying degrees of orientation to non-Native cultures. 

that traditional controls were effective only in g 

and cultural Me. He believe 

match between the level of acculturation of the addicted individual 

traditiondism of t ention strategy. Therefore, close attention needs to be paid to 

sonal, cultural and cross-cultural e 



em. Urbanized and acculturated Native people encountering treatment prog 

ded in tradition aling beliefs for 

An extreme example of this was cite ing a member of 

people who was s ring f r m  problems associated with alc 

im becoming estranged from his wife. He e was not a follower 

of their traditional ways but his wife was and, following custom, she re 

Dance healing take place. The S irit Dance involved forced fasting, bathing in eold water 

ng' with cedar branches as well as being "lifte up horizontally 

who then took s digging their fingers into l is  stomach area and biting hi 

:418). He did not expenence a ly, in a civil action, 

healers who had forcibly i him into the Spirit Dance. 

applied effectively from 

one culture group to another, in some cases, ave been considered too universal 

facilitators and clients who want only practices considered 

traditional to their area ( 5). Anderson (1 e, describes the 

process and outcomes associated with Kakawis, a Native residential trea 

located in Nuu-c territoy on Vancouver sland. Ne documents that a sweat lodge 

was introduced t rapidly fell into disuse because it was not a loc 

sweetgrass ceremony, also chamtefistic of ains peogles but not Northwest Coast 

e cIear is that to be effective, tre nt must begin with 

assessment of kislorical and cument bioiogical, psychological, spintual, cultural, and social 



substance abuser in order to detennine not ody the effects of the substance 

abuse on each area of their functioning, but also to i entify those areas that may either 

amper recovey ( 

aditlonal Aboriginal cultures have reco the importance of cultivating 

. They have created complex rituals and 

ceremonies, using culturally clfic symbols and ia designed to foster an 

essential belief in aler, patient and CO 

ebe and Huebert 1 . This type of holistic traditional 

opologists refer to as symbolic ealing. Key to a successful 

oulcome is the in ositive healing exrperience ( 

tts and Gutlems 1 sibility to educate 

and convince the patient that they s elements of the s e culture for the healing 

e the only person capable of assisting the erson through their 

complex psychologicd states ( 

he concept of symbolic healing is central to the effectiveness of eont 

1) as well as to nativistic religious practices. 

wn of these include the Navaho's Native Amene Church; the Handsome 

ce, Vuwipi and ge Ceremonies of the 

m to assist îndiv 

involvement in e Shaker Churc nter Ce~monies have been 

siace the early 1 



Coast Salish Elders, w ucing the previously outlawed 

ng Jilek was convinc patients ... benefit 

much more from indige from exclusive use of 

treatment resouîces" (in eibel-Orlando 1 . Ne recommended institutio 

erapeutic regimen ent with Native procedures 

in close cooperation wi 

debate surrounding e differences between 

'illness' and 'sic esddisease', and between "ealing' and 'curing' ( 

ps one of the greatest allenges to the acceptame of 

e fact that it is more concerne 

e social aspects of illness, of teaching people to co trauma and dysfunction, 

an it is with aêhieving a 'cure9 as the bi ical system would define 

le, in a îecent study of Christi aIing it is noted (hat "to 

healed is not necessarily the s e as to be cured. It is c 

toms or recurrences of illness" ( 

been suggested that, 

ximates the approach of 
osophy of addictions 

mous. An individual 
t to the need 

es examining Native recovery gram report the use of 

12-$te el of recovery in conjunction wi varying f o m  of tradi~onal 

cultwal/spintual aêtivities ( s and Gutierres 1 

that are resonant of eac 

ve and non-Native 12-Step recovery slrategies. 

e tokens associated with each of 



recovery programs. se tokens with the 

ration, and support (Figure 2-1). Nonetheless, there are two important 

0 is the patient; and (2) 

powefil and agentive qualities of alcohol 

whose voice I hear 

to accept the things 
I cannot change, 

I come to you as one the courage to change 
of your many children. 
I am mali and weak. 

An imi t theme in symbolic healing relates to identifying w 

el of recovery, while having an 

ation and reliaslce on belief in a er, maintains a 

relatively individual mode of intemention working wi 

farnily members want to be involved or need help th 

as Al-Anon or ACOA (Adui Chil 

request family counselling. However, having sai 

rt network it creates 

ve role in seeking this fellowshi 

eontrast, for many Native people, medlation tends to unconseiously intercomect fa&ly, 



s and community, past and present, as well as 

ositive sacrame agencies and ceremontes (Jilek 1 

econd, a very common response to addiction is a sense 

individual, a sense of being unable to control the effects of alcoh 

tts and Gutierres 1 12-Step approa 

pwerlessness to character defec individual whic 

mediational intervention of a Higher 

e behaviours involved in bath the creation of e addicrion and recovery from ît is place 

direcrly on the i ividual (Alcaholics Anonymous 1 tts and Gutiems 1 

n contrast, the Native approach aces responsibility for loss of control and subs 

endency Zess on the individual, al eld accountable, and more on 

spiritual, fannily or c atts and Gutienes 1 

traditions emphasize that persons who succumb to the negative aspect of powedd natural 

or supernatural forces do so at the risk of relinquishing i man capabilities to 

withstand such i uences or to control such gowers. In these cases, e mediating role of 

a medicine person andor sacramenhl medicine suc 

smoke may be sought to assist al in regaining autonomous hum 

tts and Gutierres 1 

re is a sizable gap in ety of substance 

abuse treatrnent approaches available to the various segments of .C.'s population. 'TF0 

date, no one has published information explaining the si ties and differences of the 

recovery progranis available, as they ase, nor attempted to evaluate the 

effieacy of these pmgrams. Addicti ories of causation, 

abound for Native and non-Native lations ranging from the sociocul 



avioural, the latter being the preferred theoretical base for health 

practitioners who put their fai in the scientific method of the controlled clinical trial. 

=es of unscientlfic romanlicism tend to be tossed about when researchers exa 

ds such as symbolic at is used to restore healeh holis 

is on the more nebulous and immeasurable spiritual and social 

components. However, osocial theory is now being adopted in 

offering a more olistic approach to addiction tre 

e issue of Native identity is complex but essential to unravel w 

clients to effective treatment pograms. T rehtions of the etiology of 

their own addictions e culture has beeome an issue in Native recovery 

programs and why mainstream app ny Native people. The 

Culture is Treatment is re 

culturallspiritual origins as a route to recovery. Others can fisid success 

spintmality and fellows 12-Step program. However, to be effective, 

addic~on recovery pro s for Aboriginal h not only the level of 

acculturation of each person but also the extensive heterogeneity whi 

Native cultural groups -- that is it 

principles can be d applied effectively from one culture group to an 

some may be considered inappropriate for clients who require cultural practices 

ective of their own local traditions. 

ne and eompae the 

non-Niltîve aleohol and substance abuse 

d clinics. Tt outlines e staged approâch used in selecting, conhcting 

s used to analyze, ev uate and interpret 

ectives and to answer 



CMA R 

in Smith et al 1994269). he research methods used for sis are manifest content 

ographic content malysis, and litative evaluation. S 

content analysis of tre ent centre documents followed by a 

of e thgrapf ic  intewiews with pro facilitators, ushg the evaluative perspec 

illumination, have been use N a ~ v e  and non-Native alcohol 

and substance abuse treatraent prog currently available in 

yses have attempted to: (1) at underlie the he ing approaches more 

icit; (2) identpfly whi values are given psority in the implementation of 

strategies and whic are not; (3) identify and evaluate any incongniities between the stated 

s and the aGtual 

4) identify potential res 

The rationale for using these ethods relates to the nature and 

age as commu~cation. T are several reasons for tkiis emphasis. First, 

otentials for discoveBng, und evaluating the differences inherent in cmss- 

1 value systems is an imp element in this project. Values are embedded in 

language and ntal to the unders ople's worldview. 

nery that is appli to vocabulaBes in general is 

. Second, discourse is key in 

educational eaeounters (C 

ay major rales in recovergr centre tre ent strategies. Third, 



25 

aceording to Spmdley "language is more th a means of communicalion 

a tool fof constmcting reality" (1979 17). Different languages create and express different 

realities, they ategonze experienee in provide alternative patterns for 

eustomav ways of th stly, there is empincal 

, validiw and reli alysis as a quantitatjive method 

retative results of the 

ers frequently saiggest at ~ornbining quantitatjive qaiditalive methods 

e researeh project is neficial and can that are empincd 

useful for practicd applications 

; Pomerantz et d. 1 

to statisties and 

point out that, when focused on the same issue, qualitative and 

quanbtative modes of analysis may be used not only to ex 

ectives but also to e ing by allowing for new or 

deeper dimensions to enzerge. 

quately describe studies that logy. A better distinction 

is found in compming 'emic' t îhat this distinction is 

because it suggests at not al1 qwlitative rese designs are able to c 

logies are traditi 

are not suiéable for under ng consdhnts from their own perspective but instead 



represent the researc er9s beliefs and values. Smith et al. at "for studies to c 

lexiîy of clinical e able to capture both emic and etic 

perspectives" (1 ). This research s involved cliaical processes, 

titative or edc/etic meth has benefitted as a result. 

ysis is a set of re uses a number of 

interconnected procedures to an nces from texts. 

ilaclude: a theoretical of reference; assumptions and question posing; s 

itizirmg" texts to achieve ag and context units; def i~ng categoxles; 

ta collection, extraction rences; conclusions; test G 

(Carney 1972; 

way to do content analysis. Inste 

s are appropfiate for their subs 

59). Nonetheless, the image of content analysis as a glofified 

erelson's (1952) definition: "content analysis is a researGh technique for the 

objective, systematic, and quantitative descri 

eo erelson in Ogilvie et al. 1 nimal and uisatisfactory 

definition because it does not reflect w at content analysts cunently do. Consequently, 

tlais asialytic format is now refemd to as Lclassic ' content analysis (Carney 1972). 

A more recent definition of content analysis was developed jointly by Stone (1 

s been adopted for s thesis. It states, "content 

mes by objectively and systema~cally 

texlstics of messages" ((in Ogilvie et al. 1 ~221). Unlike 

nition does not make frequency counting an 

absolute necessity, nor does fest content of a message Ps 

ropnak for content an also allsws for 



"wwritten berneen the lines", pemittin potential assessment of latent me 

use of qualitative data. As Holsti 

h o  to speak must be reserved to 
h time the investigator is free to 
ntuition to draw meaningful conclusions from 

This definition suggests that 

is is critical because, according to 

came and effect is an importânt me od for extending the reach and pemuasiveness of 

systernatic mbre  of îhe metlaod remain strong and 

. An objective eoding fmework 

focusing on the 

atie and/or inbresting topics. this study it yields a s 

the existence of 

Content andysis is fre uently used to analyze culturd differenees because it can 

unts of wnting of different kinds while looking for complex pattems. Its 

use is a h  indicated en source materid is use to complement some other kînd of data 

es. The goal is to see w ings from the two separate 

anaiyses conveqe. This process, is t e m d  "'multi e operationism: 

roduce findings to co rm those of a content alysis" (Carney 1972: 

As a check on i es, some f o m  of 

establish coraverging Findings by using different te s on differeat 

materids as has 

e forms of content alysis were used as ea ect evolved. In 

frequency count was used. In 



content analysis was use ments wntten in the treatment centre brochures. 

These statements are no attempt is made to i the brochure 

writers5nkntions at the coding stage. Also in se Two, the visual imageq on the 

yzed requil-ing a more qualitative 

ographic interviews were canducted, quali the and thematic 

ographic content analysis was used. A more de 

activities underl-a 

Ethnographie content andysis (ECA) builds on the quantitative methods of content 

incorporates the q lilative methods of e nography (Altheide 1 

undersland the communication of meaning, as well as to verify 

theoretical relationships (Althei et ai. 1994; Tesch 1 

s (in this case trea nt centre program facilitators) teach researcher about the 

us meming of their worldview. ic and content analysis 

and differences 

are revealed that would be diifficdt, if not impossi 

y of the traditsond content analysis proc mes, in addition to 

nt between concept ta analysis, and 

asison that the etlino 

en esbblishing c ng categones in tra tional content analysis Holsti states, 

nt of categones is that y must adequately 

investsgator's res :95). An excellent starting place. However, 

Altheide augments this stakment when 



A draws on both nuniencal an narrative data, which lows for a narrative description 

to better interpret results. ECA cons itatively in order to develop 

alyticd constmcts ap s way, theoretical 

relationships are verified and new concepts that emerge duri 

. Hence, data malysis is bo 

cting evduations regard to the researc 

ey address and the s of methods needed to swer those questions 

e evaluative perspective relevaat 

owledge9' (Chelimsky 

55).  For example, a sa at has been addressed by 

ge-perspective evaluators is: " 

problems of ale 

According to Cheli 

increase underst ng about the factors underlying public problems, about the 'fit9 

between these factors and the policy or progra solutions proposed, and about the theory 

and logic (or their la emented inkrvention. Keeping in 

caution regarding oretical fâath-leaping, in an attempt to 

take a more critical s by cross-cultural a ctions researchers, 

used for this thesis e endeavoured to 

in its cornparison of the Native and n o d a t i v e  reeovery and trea ent interventions. 

A cultural domain, suc substance abuse treatrnent centre, 

unlverse of discourse (Chenail and 

; Smith et al. lW,4; r d  values are in 

edded in this discourse uiniverse. Conse ently, value statememies sun.fa@e witb 



recment nature of these value statements identifies &r=m taxonomicdly as 

, al1 evaluaélve statements that consistently pervade discourse within a 

cultural domain are s of that domain. d analyzing these values and 

theines can help explain how intervention go s have been dete ned and what ty 

strategies program facilitators be ould be used. In addition, analysis 

tical applications in poinÉing out 

at nnight be skewed or limite 

W 

ent services for addic on recovery is available to 

ents from several sources ovincially m a g e d  "Ad 

of &lare" (Kaiser Uouth Fou with funding available from Federal 

(Le., Health Canada), vinciall (i.e., A ction Services -- 
ry of Wealth and sponsible bor Seniors; and 

ty) and private sources. 

s: residents, access to ending on whether 

they reside on- or off-reserve. preferentidly but not 

exclusively, service and mernbers residing on-reserve, are fund 

Native Alcohol and 

Health Canada $ 



; Kaiser Youth Fo 

pmximately 15 years ago, Canada's NaGve reserve communities began 

negotiations to transfes cormunlty soci s, including the 

, to local control the Federal Hedth Transfer process. This process is 

ent of Canada's olicy of devolution of its First Nations and 

unlil now, the Fede ent has dictated 

ities could use if they w to access funding. A 

reeeat report indicates that Health Cana sfer a d  integrsrted 

agreements covering of the 63 1 Flrst N ons and Inuit eo 

ty-base 

onginal Health Councils loeate and administer monies to 

qproximately off-reserve Aboriginal agencies for delivery of substance abuse, rnental 

ily violence, and sexud abuse interven~on progr 

these ageneies is inistries for Children and Families, Health an 

Aboriginal agencies 



e sample universe for this mject consists of al1 alcohol and subs 

recovery centres listed in the Directory ofAddiction Sewices in itisdz Columbia 2999 

types of treatnient centres and 

outpatient treatment, withdrawal management (detoxification), day trealnient (inknsive 

nt in non-residen6al se matment (intensive tre ent in residentid 

setth-), and supportive recovery services. tker services related to 

md listed as adjunet and compleme programs include: transition 

based substance misuse programs, needle exchange, me adone treatment, dual diagnosis 

s, pregnancy support services a private counselling (Kaiser Youith Fo 

n order to ensure a comp e sampling procedwe involved 

selecting centres Ulat: (1) are lis ent anaor residential centres; (2) 

services to Native andlor non- 

least one of the same type of centre, for both gro lentelle, located in the same 

region); (4) offer their services to anyone withi o groups (i.e., centres describing 

their services as exclusively available to a parti 

street youth, seniors, ysicians, incarcerated individvlals 

were excluded); and (5) focus their services on recoveq 

(Le,, centres describing their prog s as focusing on problem ling were exclu 

The resulGng sample po ulation totalied 159 treament centres: ve and 79 non- 

Native outpatient clinics, and six Native and fom non-Native residential centres 

(Table 3-1). 

s generally inc e services: assessment, refemal an 

dresses an individual's subs 



problems, as weHl as t-heir 

assessmt,  a service plan is developed with client, matching their ne 

his assessment is followed by monitoring and interi 

Counselling, support, and education are provided for persons 

own misuse of subs es and those dealing with related 

work, legal, and physical d emotional healtlr areas. A 

eounsellors operating in an ou gram provide these services. All outpatient 

ed by Addictions Services provide prevention prog 

unity organizations and indivi ah. Approximately 25 percent of an 

atient clinic's time is spent on prevention activities. T 

g to the needs and prionties of e ty (Kaiser Vouth 

3 - Thonpçon + Cari 1 2 L  
4 - N. Interior, N.W. + Peace Liard 1 25 1 24 1 2 1 2 1 

8 - Richmond +Vancouver 

9 - 
-- 

10 - Central + Upper Vancouver 
Island + Centrai masi 13 11 

3 5 



y require a safe living environment, free of alcohol and O 

clrugs, wMe undertaking intensive eutic work. Sue 

unstable living arrangements and lac s, and employment; or 

may be ovemhelmed by pressures, problems, an inducements to resume substance 

suse (Kaiser Y outh Foundation 19 

ent centre program ranges from three to twdve weeks or more 

needs of the individual. Costs to dlents for 

resident?al treatment can ge f m  no charge to $ 

available to offset some or al1 of the costs. 

for this groject uses a stage consisting of Uiree 

phases. The processes involve in each of these ases are describe 

itish Columbia 1999 includes brief 

statennents descnbing the tre es of each Native 

and residential centre Iisted (Appen se frequeney content 

of the "approa smptions was c 

tween the Native and non-Native approac: er investigation. 

Differences were ase Two was im 

directors, explaining the nature of the researc 

y (Apendix 4-21,). 



supplying documeritation they felt descnbed ilosophies and go s of their treatment 

progms.  Every attempt was made to rsonalize the letters. 

the name of a centre's director, letter was addressed to "'D 

e cover letter; (2) a response card offenng two options 

gure 3-3); and (3) a self-addressed, shmped 9" x12" envelope. 

To encourage ls were made to pro 

ed within one ni of the invitation being maile 

In order to promote understanding of our pro ram, i h e  have enclo 
of documents and materials which the staff a I feel represent the 
philosophies, strategies and goals of our program. (For example: the mission 
statement and mandate; a program brochure; an annual report; a calendar of 
events; information posters; unused client intake, assessment and referral 
forrns; any other representative materials.) 

e do not wish to participate in your study. Do not contact metus 
further. 

rough the processes involved in 

ect but were willing to 

participate through a face-to-face intercriew to a ss this jack of wrigen matends. This 

e with the Native centres. is reason, interviews were con 

at those Native treatment centres prefemng to ner. The interviews 

were held primarily at Native centres located on or near Vancouver Island, 

ainland, and Sunshine Coast to acc ate time and budget 

spoke at iength about eir programs. Three of ered to be spontaneous 



interviews, copious notes were taken, and transcripts were forwa d to the indivlduals for 

ter 5, for a detailed description of e intewiew pmcess.) 

ility in the scope and de 

Native centres who provided written m 

interviews were conducted. -Native centre selected was located in a 

(i.e., on or near V Sunshine Coast) 

the regional comparabiliq ith the Native centres also located in these areas. 

ic interview was proximately one 

s was to: (1) fill O 

from published materials that was scanty in scope; (2) provide v 

er underslanding of the centres' values and phi 

completion of each intewiew, a typed transcript was produce 

articipmt for their review and approval prior to its inclusion in the analytic 

es of source matenals gathered ged resemeh design 

ues utilized in their 

ple of multiple operationism. The following two eha 

the stages of analytic d the results obtaine 

Two by examining the documentation assoeiated with the recovely 

onents of the brochmes are a 

on the differenees between Native and non-Native centres' treatment approa 

set the groundwork for the 

eets of culture and/or 



To offset this problem to some de e, the interview analysis permits a deeper look into the 

workings of the Watment centres. C er 5, wkich focuses on 

ographic content analysis and qudibtive evatuation, goes a long way in 

e centres' wrntten representations of tkreir activi~es, how 

the Native and non-Native centres iffer or are the same, d hovv the ideas of cultural 

relevancy are regionally &mslated into alcohol and subs e abuse healing practkes. 



md evaluating the differences i erent in cross-cd ue systems are key elements in 

is projeet. These values are embedded in language enta1 to a culture's 

worldview. ln this case t e cultures involved are twofold. First, is the culture of the 

cobol azbd substance abuse recove~y centre itself, T el who are associated with 

domain and have an associated universe of discourse. Second, are the Native and non- 

Native cultures e recovery centre culture. T 

unication, namely e written, the visual, 

e wntten and the visual. T 

e doeument analysis was accomplished in two phases. In 

fest content analysis of word and p se frequencies was conducted on the 

descfiptions of selected sutpatient and residenti centres' approac es, from the Direcm 

ction Sewices In ritish CohmbIa 6999 ( ser Y outh Foun 

Phase Two, brochures were selecte for analysis from ay of documents 

cipaling recovery centres. A compre ensive thematic content a 

was condvcted on the text d the visual ima-ry present in ures to discover 

which value sbtenients (bo the most regulanty . 



directory listings esta n themes: the appm 

eople benefitting, and the domains affected ( gure 42). A difference is found 

omain categories, especidly the cultu which are present only in 

the Native listings. Spiritualiv is only minimal the non-Native listings but 

is very present in the Native. The greatest non-Native listings is 

the emphasis on indivi 

considerable an t surprising siniilarity. 

ysis, the concept of holisrn and its eo 

parts (Le., spimitual, cultural, social, psychologieal and biological), are established as the 

major cornparable themes. s offer a m r e  s 

the values and p ilosophies embed in their reeovery pro 

o the non-Native bro 

cornponent, which exhibits the greatest contrast, a cursory 

glance would suggest li e difference between theniatic emphases in Native and non- 

e 4- 2 ) .  Movvever, a closer 

examination of e intensity of theme occwences (Figure 4 1) and of e sub-categories 

presents a different picture. 

Holism appears to occur textually with conesponding frequency but sub-category 

ative brochures. Spi 

ually in the text. Wowever again, sub-category analysis indicates Native 

references to spimitua ty are evenly distsbuted, whereas spiritual emphasis in 

Native brochures is s wed towards references of er lZStep programs. 

ures explicitly an intensely refer to culture 

w h e ~ a s  culture is mentione in ody  32% of the non-Native broc 

occunences address Indo- and Asian-Canadian cultures 



e also appears to be an aspect of recovey equally import to both Native and 

non-Native progms. alf of the brochures m reference to social 

themes. However, on closer examination this concept is 

e sub-categories are represented at 

frequency. Lastly, the psychdogieal and biological themes 

on- 1 

Social 73% 6890 

Psycliologicai 45% 44% 

Biological 36% 

TOTAL # 



visual imagery makes it readily apparent which brwhures originate at Native 

recovery centres. Holisrn is represente greater degree in the Native visu 

i.lhemore, al1 of the b se centres have strong visual 

imagery explieitly stinc~ve Native cul 

bolisrn. On the other hand, of the 

visual imagery, cul lism is non-ex9stent, and concept of spiRtuality is 

vaguely depicted in approximately one- of the brochures. Lastly, 

ented in over half of the Native broc is more than twice the 

e non-Native bro 

ctiopzs Services in. bia 1999 (Kaiser Vo 

) contains listings of 01 and substance abuse reeovery programs 

vices available to residents of sampling procedure (See C 

able 3-1) resulte e of 159 (76 Native, 

outpatient and residential recovery centre listings. These listings include 

(1) name, address, an ation; (2) funding i mation; (3) services 

psovided; and (4) ap (See Appendix 4- 1). e aird section descrl 

strative and treatment cess services across the listings. For example, 

assessments, referrals, counse'iling, and prog s for the substance 

associates (Le., fa ly and friends). The latter section, owever, offered 

infornation that differentiated the pro by succinctly descri 

ese sections were an ne if there were 

sulfficient dlfferences identified in the eentres>ghilosophies to warrant f u ~ h e r  investigation. 



A content analysis, us ency counts, was eonducted on the 

directo+ listings. The sections describing the centres9 approaches were small and 

qproximately the same size allowiag for da lity and equivalency. For 

example, the average word count per listing between the two groups was a lmst  identical 

(Le., Native = 35 words; non-Native = 34 words). T and phrase lists 

were subsequently coded and conibined into categories. T e categories with the highest 

ge of frequency occurrences in the listings were identified a compared. The 

final step sikbdivi e =tegodes into 

(2) the personal domains addresse andlor affected by the treatment approaches; and (3) the 

ople/soeid groups who benefit andor are associated with the treatment approac 

(Figure 42). 

larity between the different people or social groups 

e recovery centres' programs. 1 anticipate 

centnes would focus their pro s on eommunity , youth to a greater 

extent than the non-Native, but y do not. However, w ere is a large difference, 

may speak to thas anticipated result, is in non-Native centre emphasis on 

te a lot of similaEity between the tre 

are used most often to deliver the and 

S. A holistic philoso also appeass to be equally i to the Native an 

non-Native centres. It is i ntified in the non-Native listing 

osocial approach. Of all the O etailed in the listings, 

tified as being used 



ph ysical 

psychological 

PEOPLE 

education 

ain categones. Here, 

domains are mention 

e non-Native. T es references to traditional activities, 

sent in the non-Native listings. Regarding the spiritual 



there is a very strong spiri 

n lnto eonsidemtj,on as providing presence in the non-Native healing 

a p a c h e s .  However, the reference so greater in the Native listings 

spiatual eomponent in their listings even more. The Native 

centres also include physical activity in their approa des~ptions,  particularly spo 

oor recreation activities, w ich the non-Native centres do not. 

The extreme differences fo personal domain categories between the 

Native and non-Native treatment ap , almg with the non-Native e 

d that suffieient difference existed aling strategies in 

these two groups of reeovery centres to w er investigation. 

ON 

recovery centres selected for analysis in were invited to 

se Two of the study (See Ch ter 3, Staged liinplementation). 

number of centres invited, centres responded and agreed to pa&icipate in the study. 

Seventy-one (89%) of cipating centres provided written materials (note that 

every non-Native ce entation), and 36 (51%) of these centres supplied 

res (Table 42). I ted to encoumge paheipation ough follow-up tele 



conversations with the recove~y centre uite a few of the Native centres, 

cularly in the more remote areas, expressed willingness to pahcipate in the study but 

ly could not because their recovery progr on the basis of O 

priate written documentation. 

The range of documentation provided by the centres varied widely from hand- 

written notes to questionnaires and workbooks to CO olicy and proce 

irty separate types of documentation w 

ation sources, broc ures were seleeted as the most reasonable 

ysis for several reasoras: (1) they are relatavely small ira size providing 

ata; (2) they are consistent in size valent data sources; and 

(3) they can be assume to be the first, and 

recovery centre would offer an individual to intro uce their services suggesting 

brochwe will advertise w at the centre's personnel regard as its rnost i 

erefore, the brochures were assume to be highly representational of a recovery centre's 

general. services it provi 

In order to ensure analysis of indepe ent cases of comparable unlts only one 

er recovery center was selected. st centres sent only one brochure but 

le, 4.1 Native centres provided a to 

brochures and 25 non-Native centres of 39 brochures. For 

providing more one brochure, the one selected for inclusion was 

brochure, that is e most vividly outllining the salient features an 

alcohol and dmg rograms being offered by that centre. 

e were three categories of bro ures. The first two were included in the 

latter was excluded. 



se brochures focus exclusively on 

most cases, particularly at the non-Native centres, these brochws represent the full extent 

ose of the centre's 

eir entirety for analysis. 

rochures tend to orlginate from centres such as Cornmunity Meal 

anaor Native Friendship Centres where a variety of services are offere 

oses, my programs e explieàtly mentioning 

cohol and dmg abuse were include ther programs being offered by the 

ut making no mention of alc ol and dmg abuse were excluded from analysis, 

activities available for everyone to access (Le., drap-in centres, recreational 

unal activities) were include ese services and 

available to individuals involved in the centre's addiction recovery 

progms. Eastly, any reference to the centre's overall philos 

so included as these aspects were ass to be the essePltlal 

ie the justifications for all of the 

ortant to note the topics cov 

£rom andysis because the centres that provided 

issues requiring attention by people 

brochures are specifically inclusive of alcohol and dmg abuse issues (Appendix 4-4, 

). These brochures were excluded from analysis because e originating centres provi 

e otber excluded brochures focus on pro 

mention of alcohol and dmg abuse (Ap 

e otber excluded brochures focus on pro 

mention of alcohol and dmg abuse (Ap 



An inductive approach was used to eséablish the major themes and coniponent sub- 

categonies. To egin, a set of six brochures, three Native and ee non-Native, were 

y selected and were laid out togetfier on a table top to see if t h e  were any obvious 

ysical differences. The Native aeely distinguished from the 

chures by the visual im i-e, two major areas were 

'loosen' the diseourse 

to becme more explicit. Dey refers to this proeess as "spplitting and splplicing" to "strip 

detail and delineate more clearly the more c chmacteristics of the 

:39). This process ma ed whach values were given priority in 

various Native and non-Native aling approwhes. apter 6, I wilI attem 

s sepam~on by reintegrating the relationships between e stated values and 

gh the analysis of the wrltten, visual and oral 

were closely ex 

identPfied. These themes inclvded larities (i.e, treatmnt and adnnikstrative 

d other contrmting emes, more relevant to this study, were 

tions of specific ilosophies. It is from these differentid aspects 

sub-eategones were ulltmately est 

et (Le., spreadsheet) which was 

rearranged into differe mbinations during the 

process. The m a i k n g  brochures were code d sub-categories wit 

adjustments and fine-tuning occurring dong 

ad been code$. once t 



As an additional element of the analysis, in order to ex e the weight given to 

s it was decided to c culate the intensity of use for each of the 

su&-categodes, both textmlly and visually, a not s i q l y  its presence (Figure 4-1). 

1 of the brochures were re-c 

very similar to the ofignal coding process witb very minor fine ngs required for the 

final analysis. This process analysis by focusing the final results more 

acutely. Consequently, 1 feel codident that the reliability of 

There is a great deal of similari9 

recovery centres in ritish Columbia. T 

by the funding agencies (Le., 

anada) to ensure the accessible, 

delivery of both tre prevention prog larities are due to the nature 

ctice of the vario rofessions involved in providing support 

e for people stmggling to ove eir own addictions or in le 

ictive behaviours of a loved one or co-worker. These professions include but 

are not limited to Counselling, Social ychiaty, Nursing, and 

t is safe to say that e services offered in Native and non-Native recovery 

.Cs are congrnent wi addictions professional practice througbout the world. 

Outpatient services are one drectly or in&rectly 

g from the effects of subs sidential centres usually have eosts 

ent, however, fin available to clients requîfing 

subsidization. obably the most the field of addiction 



for a client to 

b-iuild a strong foundation of 

confidential within "lirnits of the law" and will be released only wi 

ts of the law inch ons where there may 

either themseE or another erson, andor w ation is demanded by 

subpeona. 

It is generdly âccepted no one treatment or intervention approa 

ersons expenencing aicohol and s ce abuse. Cons 

non-Native centres utilize professiondly t 

skills of various therapies to alize treatment plans best suited to efit their clients. 

However, even erapies is availa 

describe very similm trea which a client wi move when accessing 

the services of reeovery centres' These treatment rocesses begin with assessrnents. 

assessment process detemines the extent and serjousness of 

assessment, a treatment plan is designed to meet 's needs and to establish 

persona1 goals. T ay includc one or niore of the following services: 

referrals, counselling, group work and after care. 

er agencies could include detoxZcation programs, resi 

treatment centres, suppoaive recovery smes, day intensive progranis aaid/or 

commir9jty resources. CoumeIlin th for individuals who 

ems themselves and for members of ilies. However, if the centres 

emselves in an overload si ation where wait-lists are necessary, 

to focus on the addict seeking hel . Counselling is u 

es, and families. mup work is a frequently mentioned service whic 

generd support groups and more in-dep y groplps &med at working 

specific issues. Frequently, prog s are- designed for ecifrc groups to 



supglement other reeovery work such as youth prog 

s been conzpleted is 

almost always provided. Wowever, e centres vary on the len 

available. 

All centres are available to provide i ation, education and prevention services. 

These are generally aimed at addvessing the needs of ty who are not 

currently experiencing substance roblems but may veloping them. 

Staff are encourage to work with parent gro s, schools, and interested communi 

resenting effective prevention prog 

thout a doubt, a great al of professiund similanty exists in Native and non- 

Native alcohol and dmg abuse recovery programs in .C. Furthemore, an âccreditation 

process is cumt ly  bkng  e province which will 

progmms and evaluation processes to an even greater extent. In essence, the greatest 

s i ~ l e t i e s  include the sta actice, the availat>élity of service, 

e process of tireatment, and 

ese similwities in min ysis of the broch 

below docuses on discovenng any ngful difleremm be 

d in the various by the Native and non-Native 

recovey centres in an attempt to make more expli 

embedded in their healing 

ysis is to gain a CO mtive province- 

ination of NativeInon-Native treatment stragies and 



embedded therein. 

sed by this thesis regarding the spiritual 

is intended to delve deeper into the 

of recovery and symbolic 

ing. The analysis reveals ity and symbolic healing are 

of a more inclusive concept, namely 

The major themes of re broch1.tres emerge from 

of creating a he thy balance. Holism is 

egrees in both Native and non-Native brochures. In ils fui1 nature holism 

(mentallemotional), social, cultural aspects of Me. These coniponents work very well 

as the major themes for both visual imagery, or the synbolic, 

ysis with specific sub-categories p ng themselves within these major 

themes. 

he theme of holism, s ance, is a useful indicator of the 

sence of spinéudity in a reeovery centre's 

ses listing al1 of the components of erently inclrnde spiritualiv as a 

component of he ing equally i q o  ell-being and absent from the 

ical mode1 of he 

ysis results suggest Native recovery centres consi 

rence the inclusion of spirituality, to be a more Pmp aspect of recovery and 

an do the non-Native centres (T e 43). Holism is present at twice 

e f~quency in the Native brochures. It is identified, via explieit and implicit visual 

representations as well as wi a greater number of te renees aeross the sub- 

e Native brochures. 

analysis shows that 



e Native brochures. Therefore, 

it can be assumed ity is present where the elerneats of holisrn are unspecified. 

Explicitly holistic explicitly represent holism 1 36% 

lmplicitly holistic 1 set with other elernents, holism is inferrd / 9% / 8% 

Holism-full 1 balance, spiritual, mental, physical, social 1 27% 32% 
l 

Holism-p&iaI 1 spiritual component not explicitiy rnentiontd 1 9% 1 8% ---- - - 

Comparatively, in non-Native broc s, visual represefitations of 

minimal a d  inferred. T olistic emphasis is found tex 

category where holistic e 

%) of the mn-Native centres r e h  to 

n the Native broc 

were to look only at the co al references to ehis 

theme there would be di . However, a doser examination 

of the distribution of spi the sub-categories clearly 

cates a much stronger is evident in the non-Native brochures (Table 



greatest difference in spiri represenktion rests in the visual imagey w 

sent, in one fo or another, in every one of the Native brochures. SpiBtu 

citly present in 

s are present. T in the Native brochures is conside~d so 

(See Appendix 4-5 for descriptive examples of visual and textual sub-categories.) 

- 
Explicitly spirituai 

- 

lm piicitly spiritual 

---- 
A 

AA, NA, 12-Step, 
1 6-step program 

Spiritual beliefs 
respected 

Aboriginal 
teachings and 
beliefs 

--- 

Christianity 

Prayer and 
meditation 

-Pd- ------- -- 
symbolç of spiritual ------- 
allowing fuII benefit of the doubt, images 
may infer spirituality 82% 32% 

--------- 
recommends AA A11 2-step programs; 
"many roads, one journeyw-1 6-step program 36% 52% 

-- 

explicit mention of person's spirit, cultural / 
spiritual beliefs; development of traditional 36% 16% 
values/beliefs 

mentions Aboriginal traditional teachings 
and practices (i.e., edicine Wheei, Red 1 36% 

circles, spi ritual sym bolisrn) - 
refers to Christian ceiebrations, pastors 

explicit use of prayer and/or meditation; 1 1 
reference to inner wisd 

--- 

strong because it co ns images that re d belief systems in 

iconic representation. For ex eel is represente as well as mythical 



Thunderbird and le from the Coast Salish people. Also included are images of 

with spiritual rituals s es and drums use 

Contrasting this are the non-Native 

licit symbols that ght relate to any belief or doctrine. Instead, 

all of the images are more abstract. h image was contemplated carefully, dlowing for 

full benefit of the doubt, when coding for spiritual The most common aspect of 

the symbolism that i rs a sense of the spiritual in tend to be sky- 

related. For ex ple, abstract images of Pising Sun, a soaring eagle, and suggestions 

to note that this enerous approa s coding spi~tuality 

y over-estimates the s 

ggests that an even greater differ-ence exists between the 

non-Native programs than the bbulated numbers 

singly, textual references to spiri ity appear to hold a 

position (73% Native, 72% non-Native). However, upon closer examination of 

eategories, there is again a stronger an ore consistent presence of 

roehures. Native emphasis is sprea 

tional Aborignal sp tual teachings, and a respect for individ ritual 

degree, but equal to ea other. For example, one of the Native broc 

following prayer written on its cover: 

wisdorn that you have hidden 



myself. (174a) 1 

t is important to note that this as a single presence 

yer and meditation' but clearly represents a much stronger s ritual presence. This 

is indicative of the streng of presence of the spiritual theme ughout the Native 

brochures. 

other hand, spintuality in the non-Native brochures, while app 

most identjcal level, is mentioned with less frequency is more skewed 

mnces present in sub-eategory of " , NA, 12-Step, 16-step 

of these occunences, 12-step programs is sta 

be strongly encouraged in conjunetion with the centre's treatment prog 

, the occurrences are simply listings of the support groups' contac 

andor meeting times and locations. In these si tions the centre's endorsement of 

programs as a spiritual and social sup ort for the individual can only be i 

rcentage of the centres e 

their clients while C prayer are mentiorlied to an even lesser de 

Native brochures. 

risingly, the most obvious fference between the Native and non-Native 

recovery centres' broc ures is illustmte by the cultural theme (Table 45). Every one of 

chures convey strong cultural imageq. Sev brochures inelude cross- 

cultural and anti-racism images. T distinctiveness sepmting the 

ures of centres locate icting imagery dmwn in 

centre. 



Northwest Coast style, from the brochures of centres locate 

depict images of the ia evocative of a Plains 

A large percentage (82%) of Native centres m cific refepence to their 

ly appropnate c onents in their recovery pro 

and activities. One could assu component is also included. However, if 

the inclusion of s rituality is not explicidy stated or even i rred, as in the spiri 

category of "Aboriginal teachings and beliefs,' this assumptlon is not made and 

tion is given a cultu emphasis rather than a spiritual one. Nonetheless 

dded spiritudiS. in the cultural component should not 

(See Appendix 4-5 for descriptive examples of visual and textual sub-ca2egories.) 

of culture-of-origin, rnulti-cultural 



Brochures f m  Native recov centres tend to state that their services are maidy 

intended for a First Nations clientele and cific mention of other visible minori 

ic groups, such as ndo- or Asian-Canadians. Nowever, some suggest an inclusive 

licy and stipulate that while focus is on First Nations people, non-Native 

aling and who respect e First Nations way are welcome to access 

services. 

In eontrast to these strong cultural a cts, none of the non-Native brochures 

present visual image~y involves culhiml symbolism in way. In total, cultu 

coqonents are mentioned in only 32% of the non-Native broc d the majority of 

those occurrences specificdly a dress Indo- and Asim-Canadim cultures. 

sewices for First Nations clients occur only as listings of O 

AA f %$tep support g eting at the local Friendship Centre. None of 

Native centres speci services are available for or focus on First Nations clients. 

They tend to state, their services are available to anyone suffering from 

roblems related to their own or someone else's substance abuse. 

The relative distribution an comparative weight een the Native and non- 

Native social sub-categories is fairly sinlilar to that previously &scussed in themes of 

able 4-61, That is, while 

oecunenees appear to in cate a fairly equal em cially in the textual 

componePits, closer exannination O -categories once again expose a stronger social 

e Native brochures. ial wcur over twke as often in 

e Native brochures a ept of interconnectedness 

he analysis of the sub-categ 

an twice the occunence in -Native. However, it may 



er of references to 

12-Steg progrms in Native and non-Native brochures where the eonc 

eetedness can also fellowship. Considering the sub-categories of 

intereonnectedness 12-Steg together may pro ce a more even distribution. 

(See Appendix 4-5 for descriptive exampies of visual and texlual sub-categories.) 

Social 
---- 

A 

nter- 
:onnectedness --- 
htreach --- 
Zommunity 
snhancement 

Jommunity 
nvolvem ent 

Justice 

-- 
unity, connecting ith humanity, enhancing 
relationships 

sewices for people in home. hospial, prison 1 36% 1 20% 

evenls & activities (Le., bingos, meals) to 
promote community well-being & self-reliance -- 1 8% 

cornmunity has right & responsibility to 
involved in solutions; memberships available 
-- y 

36% 20% 

addresses legalkourt issues, advocacy and 
liaison workers 

e sub-categofles of outreach, e ancement and e 

involvement obviously cointain c nal aspects. Again, while 

sets of brochures, ater in those from Native centres. This suggests 

s and activities that include eo than focussing on 

recovery, are more frequen e Native healing 



sub-categones is directly rel 

sub-category of violence. They will be discussed together below. 

ction of the psyehological theme or its 

(Table 4-7). S re is a low occurrence of the psychologieal theme in both the 

Native and non-Native bro ures. It is present in less than half of each. relatively low 

resenee of psy ological themes may be explained by e fact that tbis analysis is focusing 

(See Appendix 4-5 for des~riptive examples of textual sub-eategories) 

/ images suggeçt grief, loneliness, 1 1 
Psychological 

Violence includes any form of violence or abuse 1 27% 28% 

mention of mental disorders & iliness in 
Dual diagnosis addition to addiction O 20% 

Addiction is a belief that addiction is a symptom of 
symptom --- 1 inner pain or historical trauma 9% O 

l 

-- 
j TOTAL NUMBER 



on program differences, whereas psyc themes can be assumed to eexist more 

nantfy in the program similarities discussed above tbat eal with assessments, 

counselling and other psychologically-foeused therapies anaor 

highest occurrence is found in the sub-categoq of violence. Were it is 

present in just over one quarter of each group's 

Violence is classifie as a psychologie issue because personal 

st t h s e l v e s  t h u g h  individual acting out 

ng feelings (Le., grief, anger) or reinacting the intergenerational cycle of abuse 

etrated on or witnessed by them (Le., sexual abuse, spousal assault). Suici 

course, is the ultimate violent act against oneself, also manifested from psychological or 

spin tual pmblems. ese acts are very often exacerbated by uence of alcohol or 

drugs, leading to the requirement of justice in O 

associated with alcohol 
that are comected to in 

oses of this analysis, violence is defined as issues relating to assault or 

aviour of any sort. This includes, but is not limited to, physical abuse or 

assault, emotional abuse, sexual abuse, sexual assault, s 

Justice, as a consequence, is defined as any reference to police involvement or judicial 

issues indudlng, but not li ted to, arrests, charges, court appearances, incarceration, 

robation, and advocacy or liaison officers such as e Native Courtworkers. 

d Justice appear to be of greater concern overall in the Native recovery 

over one half of the Native bro r issues of violence or Justice 

ared to jinst over one third of non-Native brochures. ore, if 

one considers the content of the additional brochures that have en cont-ributed to the 

is analysis for reasons discusse 



at issues of violence, and one c m  ass e a comsponding justice, are highly 

relevant to the Native centres. wo-thirds (47%) of these bro 

issues of violence. n contmst, only 7% of e non-Native brochures, received but 

excluded from study, address the issue of violence, 

medical in nature as it 

with psychiatrie diagnoses usin sue of 'dud diagnosis.' 

osis (Chapter 2) is the co- 

ere is no mention of dual diagnosis in any of the Native brochures. However, it is the 

ighest coqonent of e psychologicd theme found in e non-Native broc 

ermore, one of e non-Native brochures cont~bute d from analysis 

sses the issue of s leads to the final c 

olistic fmmework which spe more direetly to 

The biological theme has occurrences in exactly the 

over one third, in both the Native and the non-Native brochures (Table 4-9). As usu 

distribution of the occurrences is sli y different. Thi e least represented of 

al1 the major themes discussed in 



shifts visually as the ological theme is not re sented at d l  in the 

ure imagery while the non-Na~ve brochures depict images of 

d recreational activities. 

(See Appendix 4-5 for descriptive examplas of visual and textual sub-categories.) 

laboratory tools, medical association symbols, 
eation, physical aetivity 

--- 

mentions of medical staff, biolo 
Biomedieine of addiction 
p- -- -- i 

belief that addiction is a progressive illness, 

---- family has heritable genetic predisposition 

FASIFAE mention of foetal alcohol syndromeIeffect 
-- - 

occunences of s theme in the Native broc s are ernphasized to a 

een discussions of 

'biomedicine' and "hysical activities.' is suggests a relatively balanced compleeon of 

ents. Contrasting s are the non-Native 

heavier ernphasis is disease concepts. This becom 



However, neither set of brochures contain mu in the way of a biologieal/physical 

hasis, It is the least represented component in the healing proeess as discussed by both 

the Native and non-Nartive recovery centres' brochures. 

e goals of the doc t analysis have been to comp vely examine the 

roaches provided by Native an non-Native reeovery centres as presented in 

their d l rec tq  listings es, to make more explicit the values and beliefs 

e questions pose by this thesis regarding 

nature of addictions recovery and symbolic 

Al1 159 centres were included in the analysis of directo 

centres (45%) provide wrinen matenals, 36 (23%) of these incl 

mmy non-Native reeovery centres were an were Native. 

This is not indicative of level of interest for research p cipation but in 

a culture that communicates more re 

d documentation. 

The brochures can be considered a f o m  of advertising used to 'sell' the values and 

enefits being offere e recovery centres' prog 

olic character of 
e explicit conknt of the 

Clearly , the traditionally oral Native cul 

brochures) to c cate today relies much ore heavily on vi imagery to convey 

ken messages of regionally distinct culbral and ritual beliefs 

ni@ and interc ectedness. For e, explicit images of 

spirit beings associate 



are represented on brochures from se regions dong wi ements depicted in the 

west Coast artistic style. Images of the el, sacred pipes and 

shields are depicted on brochures from cen .C. Comparatively, the 

imagery present on the non-Native broc ss explicit. However, using 

greatest benefït of the doubt in inte reting the symbolic image7 nt, such as the rising 

sun, rainbows and soaring bi s, positive associations of ality are irnplied. 

ysical space used on the brochures to depict 

uch greater on the Native brochures than the non-Native indicating the importance of the 

oken message to the fo 

A great deal of exists in the services offered and processes 

ese similarities include the availability 

s to build commainity-based prevention 

ed by the funding 

agencies and to the stan therapeutic prac tice . 

The djfferences een the centres' s have been displayed in 

themes, specifically: spiritual, cultural, social, psychological and biologic 

the sub-categories of eac ese separated and com artmentalized themes and sub- 

categories eme-e from l-encompassing theme of holism. This s 

entres' attempts to present Uieir programs as holistic. 

ata sflitting and coding is required at this stage of the aazalytic cess in order to m 

embedded values more ex y its very nature, a istic approach does not 

ntalize its components a each would also in, or have an effect on, 

1 latent role in 

the cultural sub-categony of 'cul resented in the Native 



onent parts back tog ore complete and integrated story regarding 

Native and non-Naüve trea 

ative documentation sug-sts at Native recovery centres place a 

asis on the spintual, cul al, and social aspects of healing 

non-Native centres, al1 aspects of sy lic healing and traditional medicine. 

e visual imagery ex fferentiation which opens the door wider to 

e research question, '" stinctive local or regional cultu traits, values or symbols 

eing used or are they more univers 

-ter involves the analysis of e ographic interviews conducted with 

inQividuals working in recovery centres on V ouver Island, tbe Sun ne Coast and the 

.C. This geographic region ine orates the tesritones of two First 

Nations: Coast Sali 

ations individuals at Native recovev centres to offset 

ount of documeiltation provided is group, Program facilibtors from 

Native centres, w documentation, were 

the interview process in order to ensure a modi 



diction counsellors, Elders dministrators at 

non-Native recovery centres were gracious enough to 

padcipate in the interview rocess. During the %semi-structured intemiews these 

individuals share their insights into tiheir centres' 

graphie content qualitative evaluation have 

en used to analyze the interviews and to find connections between the resulting 

categories. Using the themes and sub-categories establi 

from Chapter 4 as an initial guide, the in r~ach  of ECA's process 

r categories to emerge whieh 

specifically. A different stm fmework was established to dis~uss the connections 

between the categories est s process for the Native centres (Figure 5-21, 

subeomponents, particularly the enmes spiritual, cultural and soci 

ing separate from each r, pemeate and i vanous elements of 

the model. A more explicit treatment of the relationship between the separate themes 

e brochure and interview analyses will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

The issue of Native identity is cornplex and sits at e tore of my heding program 

atk effects of residenti 
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fostering out to non-Native xed blood resulting in a straddling of two cultures 

create a loss of c ection to self. Se dication to ease the 

in of this separâtion frequently le s to addiction and s 

Non-Native recovery centres tend to have a very s 1 Native client base. 

Consequently, they offer no prog ort the culturdlspiritual element of recovery. 

ere seems to be an ass on that Native clients are being serviced in 

communities or in Native recovery centres. They refer y work with to 

ese centres to address the cultur 

Recovery centres located in Coast Salis a'wakw reserve 

CO ties are stressing a renewal of traditio rdspiritual practlces in a holistic 

and collaborative manner to benefit 

susbined on reserve but the baditional 

powerful tool bringing , and the rebuilding of family and 

ty stmcture, while ties for education an 

Recovery centres located off-reseme in urban areas are working with a multi-tribal 

client base. Due to their personal histories, many clients reach adulthood with liMSe or no 

idea where their cultural roots lie. Gounsellors are em asizing womection of clients to 

cultural and spinLual practices w st powerhlly for thern, be 

programs, Native cultwal/spiritu beliefs, ChPistianiQ or other religions. T 

centres often find the need to e reinvent traditional practices seeking 

for their clients' cultural reconnection. 

ains tribal groups, particdarly the (d Cree, are 

cing their traditional practices of the 

dge ceremotuies into 

hy is being taugtat to Native addictions counsellors across the 



clients in the urban centres but not on the reserves of coastal .C. Sweat Lodge 

ceremonies are being intro ed with varying degrees of accepbnce and controversy in 

are the best exa ing model with local 

ages, songs, and ritual p ernalia being integraéed i 

s taught me that in order to gain 

ercentage of responses to a mailout it is impo to follow-up, preferably by telephone. 

hone follow-up into my research desi 

As I spoke with pro facilibtors at the Native centres, it 

ad made an error in judgement in my original. design: I vvas asking pe 

oral tradition to provide me with written materials. I had mad 

that in today's kigh-te , sound-bite, broc -orientecl world 

ut as I quickly learned, many do not. This is 

e the nature of CO s a different approach. 

-in and face-to-face encounters m a b  brochures or orientation packages unnecessary 

(Figure 5- 1). 

that for First Natims 

people it is m c  to fint establish a rdaGonship by 

ence the value of my telep follow-ups that I fortultously stu 

en paper will change 

of brochures or i ation packets. A non-Native counsellor at an urban Native 

centre explains this 



ce for face-to-face 

. Every centre that agreed 

icipate sent documntation of some sort, as re uested. In rnarny cases, rea 

er were sent, the bulk of it consis rnandated mater. 

Covering letters or notes state that if I required more i atim, once I had studie 

materials pmvided, a meeting could then be arrange to talk about their programs. 



way that the cenles iitially deal wit 

eir clients. For instance, a non-Native CO an center told me, 

A Native Elder at the same centre descri s the effect of the p r-first approach, 

get mad and say, '1 Idn't want 
went down spent 
to talk, and there 

There was one nota inistrative pactise in 

Native centres. sellor there pointed out that most agencies give a 

s to fil1 out when they walk into the cllnic. This can a real problem for 

educated or illiterate people. Their agency has taken 

cess differently. She explains, 

be a problem for people, s 

een the Native emphasis on an oral CO cation style and 

non-Native emphasis on a wntten co nication style pemeates al1 levels of ad 

needs to be recognized as elernent of progmm pla 

is is more than a matter of deciding whether a centre 

res to advertise their pro s and services for 

difference in the way the Native non-Native eounsellors and 

ere is an accreditation process occumng in the 

addictions field for the er standardivng the ad 



) involved in addictions program elivery and accountabiliQ. This process was 

discussed at leng fac21itators at the non-Native centres. They expresse 

rovincial funding agencies will be more willing to fund 

zed programs offered by those centres wi 

1, it tends to favour the non-Native centres due to t 

non-Native centres are much more comfortable 

with the mandated documentation process. 

ent is suppo&ed y the reams of standardized fomis, documenbtion and 

avy brochures received from the non-Native centres coqared to the fewer number 

d wider range of visudly-en ocuments and broc s received from 

Nations centres. For instance, 53% of cipating non-Native centres include 

chigm Alcohol Screening Test ( 

Screening Test (DA Rggers Screening Test ( ST)) as part of their 

contribution to this study. In cornpanson, only 10% of First Nations centres included 

ese consisted of non-st zed forrns uniquely 

s one counsellor at centre remarked, 

and 
Y 

because you can fudge them any way you want. 

ication styles, and to encourage 

articipation by the Native centres, began to offer progrm facilihtors 

interview. This option was readily accepted (Table 5-11. In addition, 

spontaneous telep ne interviews were conduc viduals out of reac 

ly who were eager to discuss their s with me. To gain a 

non-Native pro s, and to obtain some compara~ve data, interviews 



interest in partlcipating in the interview 

--- 

Interviews conducted by telephone. Al! others face-to-face. 

Joint interviews with individuals, each representing separate but affiliated 
centres. 

cipated in the interviews ( were conducted 

between ;lune 13 to Septe . Al1 face-to-face interviews were held on site al the 

centres. A copy of the interview questions (Appendix 5 1) was sent well in advance of 

meeting to reassure cipant of the nature of 



ving at a centre, and prior to the official CO 

some time was spent in establishing mutual 

rough the follow-up tele one conversations w 

manged the meeting. Nonetheless, face-to-face interviews can be 

stressful for both pa es. To ease this stress, and to build a more person 

some lime was spent in getting-to- er conversation while 

its travelling case. So 

iduals needed sorne indi 

ult the subjeet matter w 

could be for them. This was p cularly tme for 1s reeovering from 

own traumatic and addictive 

personal stones before thought of an inkwiew eould begin. T 

process ranged from 1 

nce we both felt co ble to continue to next stage, any questions or 

s on the part of th ng the intevview process or 

project itself were address Consent (Appen x 5-2) was discussed 

ssion was secured for the interview to be recorded on a Sony mini-dise 

the right to read over the type 

to its inclusion in projeet and to edit it in any manner 

nity to ensure their written words were in fact what they had 

intendedi to say and that they would not be presented in any way. 

e intewiews followed a s ic interview format 

averaging orne to one and a h f hours in length. Once the interview began in earnest (i.e., 

e recorder was turned on) the p that the intervi'ew questions 

was to understand 

their perspec~ve; d that if there was som ng they felt was 



important for me to w that was not included in the they should feel free 

e conversation in that direction, at I'm most interested in le 

em, '3s what you feel is most i ow about your program." 

intefiews began in a similar way in order to ease apprehensions 

e began with "gmd  tour questions" (S radley 1979) su 

you begin by describing the centre itself, the eople who come to the centre for 

O work here,"As the interview progressed and the researc questions were 

addressed naturally in the oke as little as possible. Wowever, 

if the conversation to move too far of£ topic or if the individual appeared to feel 

ctured nature of the cess, needing more direction, 

steer the intewiew in a slightly ctured fasEon by referring back to the questions. 

eep my own preconceptions out of 

is, 1 wouldn't say, " want to know is ..." Instead, might Say, for example, "Yeu 

as a role in healing. Could you talk a bit more 

The interviews ended ei due to t h e  constr6nts on the p of the padcipant or at a 

natural closing point when it seemed the intewiew had run its course. 

sed, each participant was sent a copy of the intewiew transcri 

. They were given six weeks to review the tmnscri 

At tbat time, if I eard back from eard from no one in that time 

wrote another Ietter stating that I was ass ng met with their approval and 

interview would be included in the 

t the conversational 

stmchire to the underlying themes she agreed to let 



ing to Seidman, 

lFollowing Seidman's guide in searching for dee erstmding of the issues, stmc 

and processes that imbue participants' stones, a qualitative approach was use 

intemiew was an e order as conducted. 

al1 of the interviews once, the first two interviews were re-analyzed to 

assure coding reliability. 

analytic process consisted of four steps. First, 1 rea 

transcript quicMy d eliminated any obviously s 

no relevance to the researc 

would violate c dentialiv by identifying either 

s or clinics; redmdancies, false starts, or descriptive passages expressed more 

succinctly elsewhere; c n sense details of treatment andor a 

digressions unre ated to the researeh topic; or 

questions, clarifications or person comments by myself. 

mersed mysellf in the tmscript, entify categories, 

themes, quotes and descriptive ex ples using a combination of colour c 

arked for indusion were excerpts 

mes identified in the brochure an sis; any new categories; and 

nt and administrative 

offered succinct exaqles,  passionate statements, orlive andor clarifying passages 

so highlighted were c e majority and/or 

ng. Frequently, as in the broc 

relating to cultuml, spintual and t remains difficult, 



if not impossible, to tease apart e ktemoven categories primanly because it is in 

their very nahre to be intercco erefore, at this stage I re 

placed the exc ortions thereof) into more than one category. This step was 

ed separate categ 

this time, poten~ally irnpo 

between Native reserve and off-reserve urban centres ed. Consequently, 

the first part of this step was to split into these two eategories. two 

consisted of rereading al1 of the separate categories file by file, fu~her  wimowing and 

oint, less compelling assages, digessions and 

dancies were set asi s and themes began to be ex 

scussion of a topic frorn 

more than one source. T ese passages were retained and subtle categories previously 

mdetected also began to be identified. 

It is difficult to unders s using a linear text. 

step consisted of b a p  hg'  the data in an aMempt to visualize the links, 

connections and patterns between the categories. One map each was rou 

grouping of Native reserve centres, Native off-reserve urban centres and Non-Native 

is final step was very helpful. It provided a visual aid of the patterns and 

concentsations ong and between the categories. 

The thesis researeh objectives and questions focus on contemporary First Nations 

ity and addiction healing strategies in at these strategies 

look like as the ople respond to social and cultur change in the larger context. They 

enquire whether tradilional. ractices are being utilize or if a more blen 

syncretic healing mode1 is reve t constitutes a "cultur 



relevant" program? To ss these questions both 

Non-Native centres were inch ed in the study in order to 

th- supporeed cul ly-specific recovery s gies to any great 

programs, and whether or not ey vvere aecessed by First Nations individuals requinng 

here is very little support for either of these situations. 

Native centres do not welcome Hrst Nations people as clients. However, there do not 

e any proactive efforts on the part of non-Native centres to encourage First 

Nations to access their services. Consequently, their First Nations client base is mininial. 

le, eounsellors at two separate non-Native centres offered 

infornation: 

not many. I'd Say in the t h e  I've 
ad six or eight Erst Nations people. 

ears to be a distinct separation of services. This is most likely due to the 

turally-relevant treatment is available for First Nations clients throug 

eir own recovery prog facilitators at non-Native centres do not feel 

he few Native clients who aceess 

be referred to Native centres. For instance, as one counsellor voieed: 

're being serviced so 

their own t r e a t m t  c 
there's a focus there. 



Due to the reality of tbis situation, the k of the in te~iew anaiysis will focus on 

ective of the program facilitators working at Native centres. T 

exception. One of the non-Native centres is si in very close p 

e proactively worked in collaboration with 

reserve population and they have a rst Nations counsellor on staff. 

Consequena y, ir client base is comprised of qproximately one-third First Nations, 

ost of these clients come from the reserve. However, 

an equal number of no 
at are first Nations ance 
't get service from the . 

rst Nations counsellor at this centre also partici e intewiew grocess 

interview will be included in the ysis as regresentative of an off-reserve urban Native 

centre, even thoug this centre has been categorized as a non-Native centre. 

Figure 5-2 graphie e categories and the connections between them 

ugh the interview ysis. The categories establi ed In the brochure 

analysis, that is holism and al1 of its subcomponents, particularly 

and social components, rather than eing sepwated from 

uence the various elements of the mo 

e explanatory discussion will begin cen the concept of Native identity. 

The complex issues sunounding cultwrally-relevant treatment ave their genesis here. 

1, the impact of cultural1 al lsss will be bri 

is sense of loss and se vastates an individual's sease of self, a 

crucial foundation to buil olistic prosperity. Next, sides 

of the circle and into two areas: Coast Sali Kwakwaka'wakw. First, to t 



ng into for reinte beding. Second, to 

to discuss the rec ing themselves in multj-tribal 

cornmunitles, some they're frorn, rnany having no idea w 

discussion will also des enee of mains traditions in treatnient programs and 

the controversy surrounding it's overla ing adoption into local traditions, partlcdarly on 

.C. coast. Lastly, a brief description of the effeccveness of AA 12-Step pograrns 



e the final discussion of the creation of synmetic aling models that inc 

.C. coastal and Plains kaditions and e controversy sunounding their adoption in 

First Nations co 'ties and recovery programs. 

gh so many different actual 

lation practises and 
ate the First Nations 

ard practises of addictions treatment in .C. is the use of a client- 

cenked approach. this appmach each person who seeks 

individual with a unique combination of needs, e 

Counsellors can be guaranteed of one thing -- th 

individually designed tre plan. Therefore, it is inappropnate to essentialize any 

al's ccultural or teristics. For instance, a Native comsellor caught 

herself by saying, ""I ouldn't say 'them' because locks them into a place. It isn't 

for anyone to assume that's just how Natives are, because they differ as well" 

Lp25). She went on to point out that, " e mistakes that is made is to assume 

at d l  Natives are spidtud an al1 believe in smud and that kind of thing. 

Some of them would nin out the door if 

There are many factors 

have been affected. Fi 5-2 identifies six of the major 

was reicèned to repeatedy in many contexls intewiewing process 

suggesting that identiq issues are a si ing factor in addictions causation 

e tsemendous impact on its own. Furthe 



individual may have experienced not only one but several of these independent factors in 

varying combinations of intensity. T is presents a continu of situations where at one 

end, for example, an individu ave deep traditional roots having been raised on 

h g  well-hown lines going back generations with a high 

percentag of registered '%lood quantuzn" (See Chapter 2, Establishing Identity). For 

instance, a Kwakwaka'wakw counsellor working on reserve spoke of elders and family 

members who taught him, 

percentage of Moo quantum, may have been adopted out or fostered to non-Native 

ilies and lived away f m  ir tribal home with little or no wledge of tfieir 

traditional roots. his situalion is frequently encountered in the Native urban centres: 

as one who was adopted out 
O her parents were, w 
[She was raised] in a 

of the other reasons. ' 
1 ean build somethin, 

Scattered dong the continu between these two extremes are indivi 

combinations of identity issues w eserve. A Native 

counsellor, herself raised on-reserve, stated, 

First Nations w o do not have an idea what hear about them, they see 

haven't got an idea w at a reserve is achally think it al1 looks like 

this where you c m  go to the mall" (1 ood' also face the 

dilemma of s ing two cultures and feeling as thoug 



eople looklng down at you because they consider you to be anore white 

en you have non-Native pe e who consider you to 

(13STCp2S). A particularly vivid personal experience was s ared by a Native counsellor 

worklng in a reserve centre. t offers a striking ex 

, of course, weaving its way otentid identity 

combinations is insidious and devastating expenence of resi 

institution was established wi ose of eradicating Native culture an 

into the Euro-Canadian culture with the 

no effect would to le its way back througb the 

unities and nations (Furniss 1 

ot be done full justice in this esis. Wowever, it must not be i ored. The multiple 

traumatic abuses expenence e generations w ols, as well as those 

still feeling its i at is being referred to by First Nations people as the 'seven- 

generation process', constitute major contdbuting factors to 

substance abuse being expenence in First Nations co 

our language, our culture, ou 
"Wey, you've got no choice. 
( 13 9NI3pZ) 

the residentid 
le call it a Woloc 



im, he's 
hool, his 

school. It's still 

ddiction is often referred to as a spiritual sease where one is considered to be 

. In essence this means person feels completely alane, isolated 

ated from hertki self. There is no connection to their soul, their 

iû this world, to accept who they are, and to know they 

r desolation, they ve no sense of comection to a s 

The holistie nature of traditional Native lifeways weaves spintuality 

component. For example, a Kwakwaka'wakw Lon&ouse event or potlatch would include 

unity social roles), e physical (i.e., dances, feasting), the mental 

(i.e., prayers). However, t 

ugh prayer but is also inexLricably linked to ea component. The 

powers asswiated wi the original source of the ce andior song as well as 

e accompanying paraph e masks and the powerfül 

r colonial and Canadian authonSr was established, podatch 

associated traditional ctices were outlawed by legislation own as the ""potlatch law" 

wEch remained in place until it was rescin ugh a revision of the 

was a cenM institution of many Northwest Coast 



groups, including the Coast Salish potlatch law resulted in the 

tion of rnany of the traditional soci antlement of the 

ouses were burne mes and ritual parap 

people were jailed up to six months for 

Nations groups d different reactions to the law ranging frorn ab 

gh an underground resistance (Cole and 

'mista 1975). NaturalIy, through laws sueh as 

eelined and in some areas disap eared, but they were never 

completely extinguished. 

A Kwakwaka'w at most of us are 

culture. A lot of us w to sing our songs. A lot of us don't 

owers from our desig e of the wealthiest people going with our designs" 

arne culture describes the impact of the 

wornen" social roles: 

n our culture, we're to treat the women with the greatest of respect because 

rnarried to a wo 

effects of the loss of tra tional lifeways experienced in artieularly m o n g  the 

lar exarnples were descri ed by the Coast Salish counsellors who 

spoke wiih me, as well as those whose er norfi but who were eurrently 

working in resenre or urban centres included in is project. These losses were 
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controlled by the inc ng power stnictures of Church and State, 

instibtionalization a segregation of indivi s and groups, and gh legislation 

which oudawed traditional practices allowing for the impriso nt of those who i 

es work towards reestablishing self-government and 

soverei b-eaty negotiatjons, lm claim settlements and Federd Hedth Transfer 

negotiations, First Nations people are expedencing an increase in se 

renewed sense of palde in their cultu d identiw. Sine 

rescinded in 31951, a esurgence in traditional activities associated with the potl 

fiequentl y. Gounsellors and ders in addictions recovery programs 

are able to guide thelr clients to these activities in order to expose m to their cultural 

origins. A frequent theme repeatedly stated intewiews was the idea that, 

"Often, that's the Lhat was missing in 

reconnect with that is re 

research question w 

being reinstituted or is a more syncretic he 

aware of the local, regional anaor tribal c 

'correetly' ody if context is also under 

traditions practice a'wakw identified ng the interviews 

to treatment deserve 



At Our ceremonies there's always 
discussed, and a meal. I 

Durlng the winter ni s, generally from November to April, 

articipate in Longhouse ceremonies. eople participating in Longhouse 

mg-free. It is believed that during the winter season the 

spirits rnove closer to eir way on a traditional path 

in November beginning at the 

-most edge of the territory, in the er Fraser River Valley. As 

-west to Northem 

maidand areas, swee e of their territory on central Vancouver 

adjacent Sushine Coast. 

e of the very powedul bnghouse ing ceremo~es is 

Spirit Dance. Spirit owers are manifested i nces, face paintings, 

sses and other items of costume. A spirlt power may come to an in 

unsought or unamounced an resence of an unac 

power is often made a ividual by illness, uneasiness or restlessness. 

ower or sickness is diagnosed as e cause, the individual is initiated at the onset of 

winter as a spirit damer. It has been suggested se initiations are rites of passage 

where an individ eriences syrnbolic death, rebi , and reincorporation into society 

or bone game that has persisted up to the present 

ere it is played outside, generally in summer. Sle ' h l  includes inbr-village 



cornpetition, power demonstrations involving speeial singing, supernatural help, and 

betting. Throughout the game, singing ce by teams of up to 1 

individuds. These activities are limited to the si bones, while the opposing 

side eoncentrates, in silence, on guessing w e bones are hidden. Singing strengthens 

the gambling powers of one's own team, enlivens the bones enabling 

action almost their own, confuses the opposing guesser ( 

Z player, who has p nter in cornpetitions d l  

over western No erica, relates his Sie 'hal e 

erty a kin gmup codd own was a cl 

ceremony involving ritu hernalia and a song. Such a eerernony was use 



away a disgrclce and, more commonly, to e ance occasions such as the bestowing of 

ortant cleansing ceremonies involved e riîualist's raîtle 

d the sxwayxw by two or more young men weanng distinctive 

costumes and masks, who e subject (Suttles 1 8). 

osition to maintaln held potlatc s to celebmte major life 

changes r e s d ~ n g  in faniily members' c nge in status. This c 

cleansing cermony and the distribution of wealth items. In contrast wi 

e of the year and was usually in otlatch was traditionally 

eld outdoors in good weather. Wowever, since the e ntury such events have 

more frequently combined with pirit Dancing (Kew 1 

ange is no doubt due cations of the pot1 

discussed above. 

trying to bnng the culture and 

nter Dance Ceremies ,  in a different spirits from 

Coast Salish, were also a tra itiond activity of the Kwakw that took place in the 

ig House. These ceremouies were also associated with feasting, 

atrical activities. They were also based on a spin 

supematurals capture d spirit away the men and women w 

ued them with eir awesome qualities 



powerful family crests and esigns, referred to earlier, 

and the privileges associate tbem were a major ingre 

ceremonies. 

characteristics of 

potlatch. Tbey, too, are used to c ajor changes in family 

ers9 status such as rnemonals and wed sfer titles (Codere l 

atch ceremony, referred to as Digita ceremonles, are intended to was 

ame. Tradition ly, once a Digita ceremony has been completed in front of 

witnesses, the si and should never be spoken of again. 

everyone's going 
ita' in our language is 

away the sharne, to w tears, to make a correction.' 
a lot of ceremonies wi - feasting, potlatching -- whe 

everyone says, 'OK, this is it'. 

al needing to digita buys gifts, sends out invitations to the Chief and 

people associate issue to be resolved and for 

ines, the House name, and any Co ers' names are announce 

ng speeches to establish the individuai's right to spe and to conduct the 

cerernony. Everyone sits in a big circle, in candle li participates in a feast. 

then speaks in front of everyone about th as created the need for 

the Digita cerernony. Everyone listens. le directly involve 

ave spoken and everything is clean in the air, yone else in attend îted to 

share, to digita, to m things right. At the e e gifts are @en to everyone 



ere you need to roll doubles to win. Any Lime you 

roll doubles it's a free-for-al1 for a pile of gifts that are in the ddle of the table. A 

continues to roll the dice for ten minutes. During that period they could 

else's gift. At the end of ten minutes mything in front of them is 

m. This game is often playe in the winter, w n food supplies cm be low for 

althier eommunity members provide everyday items suc 

Our, potatoes and laundry soap and se are given away in the game. 

e is to bring laughter and eveqone playing together. To 

this end, it is also used to restore balance when ople are mourning and 

sing and the laug er's healing" (1 

ughout many of the traditional N west Coast practices 

described above and O ing eontinued in one forrn or another in a very big way in 

addictions reeovery pro 

refenred to as the '' 

01 we kind of lost it" (16 p2). ""Uears ago, culturally, 

to be able to go to one house and just eat and eat and eat, and tell al1 kinds 

of s t ~ n e s  and reniinisce. T really like it" (1 Table involves a 

d. JIt is a tool being used in a very 

eir cultural roots. 



y of the Table c m  ng familles back together 

ections broken by residential s ool sepamtions: 

nthliy luncheons orgmized specifically elderly are frequently use 

care providers c m  provi as addiction, AIDS, nutition 

and diabeks. The eo ty benefib because often, when the elders get together, 

traditions of the c 

s are valued and onoured for the owledge they hold, even though they often 

e thernselves the de owledge they possess because for so long they have been 

ss it. This is the essential owledge-base required for cultural renewal. 



bol in addiction recovery, as attested to 

success of Ajcoholie Anonyrnous -- a classic support grou 

ave a good track record in reserve co unities (discussed ow). However, 

d extremely well in one of 

support group which began with a luncheon "just to be tog r and to provide education 

began with only six rnembem and 

d to a couple of Elders w d it for some tirne and then 

grizzly bear "because it's the bear who st 

survive in the anim GpJ). The Gila Group is now considered to be "t 

heartbeat of the community and ealing joumey" (1 

course, because meals are involved, sometimes on a lar 

oblem. The Federal ent provides funding fo 

ith this funding comes restrictions regarding how funds can be spent. Cultural 

activities have not been a priority. Wowever, Federal Health Tmsfers 

ities involved in this project. he Tribal Couneils now in charge of 

monies are allowing more leniency as becorne aware of the value and im 

cultural recomection as a healing tool in n one situation, a counsellor 

escribed his ability , over the past five years or so, to provide cultural activities 

in connection wi dollars tagged for substance abuse prograrns. These 'corn 

ve been a really strong tool and the counsellor describes 

e went towards holding gatherings, feasting gatherings, w 

bring it to the table and 
ty cornes in for the activity. T 



a feast. st here 
ce to sh th 

reserve centres offering dcohol and drug recovery 

ess of this project were located in urb Friendship Centres and Native 

Healing Centres. n one sense, the Friendshi Centres in particular tend to operate as self- 

ndividuals living in 

ow where they fit into 

serve to the city they often 

cture is gone. "Sometimes they nee ntify community. 

This place is sort of a communi~" (1 p3), said one of the urban counsellors. 

ne of the major areas of si endship Centres' stmc 

reserve recovery centres is e self-eonkined and holistic nature of their pr 

mstrator asserted that "addictions plays a main role in the wellness 

of a person -- it's ics, the social effects, education, everytbing" 

p2). Clonsequently, in this commu~ty 1 of the progrms ave a single vision -- to 

interconnected and to work toge . Similarly, in the Frien 

addiction recoveq progras are closely interconnecte 

dress areas of an Individual ' s wellness requirements. T ese programs include: econo 

nt such as employment and ousing support, educational needs, 

raVspintual activities, justice, social, and other requirements. As one 

counsellor described it, 



he Native Heding Centres also believe strongly in the , but tend not to 

have in-house access to this wide ge of programs and are more likely to need to refer a 

unity resources for s ort in these areas. 

A major difference betweea the reserve an the urban centres is the composition of 

their client base due to fun -reserve services are available to 

members only 3-1), while urban centres offer their services to al1 off-reserve Erst 

Nations people in addition to any ând rnembers residing on-reserve locally who 

prefer to get help away from their gure 3-2). Non-Native 

so welconie tx, receive service, es ship Centres whic 

cernent of cross-cultural relationships. Consequently, urban centres tend 

to cater to a amltlti-cul a large percentage of &ansients as well as 

ern, and Southen tribal groups. 

étis and everybody's here. e Cree is here. ... If you9re Salis 

Kwagiutl, if you're Tsimshi . ... Even Haida Gwaii are here" (1 

Rather than spe concept of culturalfspirihial 'renewa19, as was done 

al with the counsellors working on reserve, the asis in the off-reserve urb 

centres leans towards a cdturaVspirihia1 kconnection'. his reconnection can be a very 

lex and difficult process due, to a large extent, to the peviously discussed factors 

relating to personal Native identiq ( gure 5-2). The clients accessing urban pmgrams are 

m c h  more likely to en raised off-reserve, to be 

culhird origins, to have experienced a m c h  greater likelihood of being adopted out or 

fostered in non-Native 

schools issues. Therefore, counsellors and Elders in urban centres nee to be well-traine 

and eclectic in their owledge of Native cul llspiritual variability. 

ledge of their cul ral/spiritml roots, e comsellor first 

the as they possibly can about their culture. 



out his traditional culture, the e can get. Uou're 

really trying to get thena to teac n the counsellor can 

role of guide, directing the client and in m to autbentic pactitioners in the 

o are active in the traditions of that uldivi al's cultural group, and 

o ean support the indivi 1 in the re-entry process. For these people, 

Looking at it in a spintual way is to keep your thoughts on your own 

reviously mentioned, just ecause someone is Native does not necess 

in Native cultural or spin al traditions. It is a greater 

r counsellors in urban centres to be sensitive to the spifitual beliefs of 

akver they may be. The non-Native eounsellor at the urban centre in C 

terntory explains, 

ere the individual last live , where they live the longest, how many 

area. If, for exarnple, the in ividual lived in one area for 12 out of 

years, there's a chance ba t  tbeir cultural roots are located ere. Then some 

education about e traditions and cul at area can begin. , the comsellors 

ere is a tme connection wi ey can see it resonate with 

e individual as ey begln to enquire more for deeper cul 



A very interestin 

adoption of cultural and ins cultural groups, in particular the 

There appears to a eoncerted and proactive movement on their part 

itions across Canada, p addictions recovery 

rograms. 

For example, smudging wi sweetgrass or sage is a ains purification activity 

stylistically different from the Coast Sallsh p ations mentioned above. The Plains 

smudge involves sm ing lit to smoulder in 

lit end of a sweetgrass brai , carnied from person to 

eagle feather over the individu 

smke  in theîr c 

Two other major ains traditions are .C. coastai area, wi 

g degrees of acceptance -- the eel and the Sweat 

uential and far-reaching doctnne is the philosop 

el (Figure 5-3) which teac s a holistic concept of ealthy balance. The 

to al1 Native addictions counsellors as a tre 

eussing the rise of l use in heallli prog 

a health-care practitioner 

stated "we've built contemporary rnefio ogies f r m  traditional osophies, and the 

ilosophies never change." 

The counselors at ail of an centres referred to the 

ir interviews. It is clearly entrenched in their ealing prograrns. However, 

views conducte al reserve centres it was mentioned only once 

corxnsellor where she emphatically stated that while she also practis a balanced and 



holistic appro , she would not name programs as it was not a 

Coast Safish tradition and would instill 

th this in mind, it is im e sorne understanding of 

cause it is much 
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years. It has been stated that, ' ay of Life of the People. 

ding of the Univers 

le there are sorne variations to bal identification and inte 

direction& elements (Figure 5-31, the basic parameters of bdance, interconnectedness an 

remain consistent (Cowan 1 5; Marrod 1987). T 

el is movement and c rson must not remain where it is most 

able but must stretch emselves and grow seeking understanding in each of the 

other c4irections. As a erson J ourneys around the 

out the different elements symbolized in 

ich they pass (St 

maintains a state of constant grow , balance and renewal. 

e cirele is fuadamental to the 

asizes motion. erscores the interrelations 

fonn, and it sugg clical nature of al1 relationsh interactions (Cowan 1 

Storm. 1972)- Physically and tempordly the pattern of the 

circle repeats itself in endless ways, providing repeated experiential le 

erever a person s offers a different perspective. No one perspective is 

right one, and only from a multitude of erspectives can a person begin to 

ng. At any point in time, the whole story is contained only in t irntegration of 

y perspectives (Cowan 1995). is is the first and most i. 

erience of each rection brings wi il certain lessons that, over tirne, 

ough experienee, refiection, and integration, reveal broa deeper meanang, both 

individually and collectively. 

t is important to note station of a medicine wheel such as a 

interdependent web of recurring cycles an enta1 sequences 



eel includes the erstanding that derives 

fmm experieneing t r. Thus, to confuse any physical m 

t is only a referent, a stic tool tbat may be 

irections, fxilitate convermtion, enable ng, and motivate 

exploration of the real, yet inkngible, lifeway ( 

lson 1981). 

An illustration of how ction treatment was 

rector of one of the Native Healing Centres: 

at rmains interes culslrly for urban centres located in Coast Salish 

territov, is that the offered first as a recomection to a culturaUspiritu 

ether or not it is pursue it always appears to ho1 e prime position. For 

eavs to be Justified by the belief eing used as a holistic tool to 

e individual, there must be more to it or those more fi 



d in their Coast Salis 'wakw traditions (such as 

on-resewe) woul also embrace the el as a treatment tool. But they are not. 

etimes referred to as the 

architectcrre and ceremonial content, also has its origins with the 

fication Lodge, in 
as it was in the be 

ren. None is above the other; no one is holier 

e Sweat Lodge involves prayer, sharing of cultural i ation and therapy, 

ysiotherapeutic an sychosocial benefi ts 

olism and substance abuse. It as been describe 

effects and aitered states of consciousness ( 

maintename of a positive self-identity w 

senting the four cardinal directions. The lodge is closed and 

es laced with herbs) is sprulMed on heated rocks creating intense s 

end of the first 'round' the cover of the 

st is opened for relief then closed again an the next 'round9 begins. Four 

rounds are completed moving points. Almost every item, action, 

, utterance and element associated with the Sweat e eeremony has a cul 

retation that ean be inzparted by the Sweat leader as si 

representing Native ideals ( 



Sweat h d g e  ceremonies are not being embraced as a Ire 

counsellors in urban recovery cen&es to the same degree as the 

ars to be more disc ucing clients to this particular 

pmtise of the Plains c Perhaps this is because it is a more specialize 

culturaVspiritual ctise or perhaps ey are simply not in a position to conduct Sweat 

dge ceremonies (Sweab) because r facilities tend to be physically located in 

downtown central core. 

Nonetheless, through nemorkng that occurs in the Native c 

between the centres' -am andor cultural coordinators, e counsellors are usually 

en a Sweat is schedded to e place in the c ether their clients 

may attend. Some of the interview p pants I spoke with counselled caution prior to 

ng refends to eensure own to be reputabfe 

spiritual practitioners. stated that her centre require na1 checks and signe 

agreements with any outside facilitaors working with er clients, including Sweat leaders, 

because "there are lots of people wanting to do c ese days and I think it's 

very easy to get side-trac at's maybe not too good. Especialiy wit 

youth and children" (1 1 

Sweat Lodge ceremonies are being introduced into Coast Salis 

aka9wakw communities with v q i n g  levels of acceptance and conlroversy. T 

is some disagreement between the Coast Sali counsellors interviewed as to w 

not Sweat Lodge ceremnonies were a traditional pactise of Coast Salish p 

they were not. However, one counsellor from a relatively rernote reserve 



d if it was sirnilar in fomat to being introdueed from the Plains, he 

, "It's pretty near the s ne into our hwoyten, into our 

language, tying to find our own songs, Hus, everything we use is eedar 

ourselves 'Cedar ople,' too" (139NHp19-20). 

ere was no doubt on Kwakwaka'wakw eounsellors that Sweat 

dge ceremonies were definitel heritage. However, 

thal 

rience, one counse 

5, myself, have taken a lot of different cul 

in origin, not Carrier. e says they listen to ders who have maintained some 

memoy of their traditions, such as type of wood to use for a pa~icular type of Sweat, 

the type of s m k e  to use, an e deseribed a si 

occwed, after a recent murderisuicide en two Young peo 

years died, and the community was 



pt" was coined by ders of Aleoholic 

s. Consequently, il should corne as na surprise that s irituality, prayer, an 

ower are extremely imp 

non-Native subs , Narcotics Anonymous (NA) and 

programs are strongly en y counsellors in the urban centres as a 

nt ap6on or as a conjunct with th tional eulturaff s 

e... rnake sure that they're involved in Ale olies Anonymous or 
Nascotics Anonymous or the st Coast people use 
-- or the Sweat Lodge -- wh use -- just to keep them 
balanced. 
type, and 
of it. (12 

However, as previously discussed, t 12-Step mode1 maintains a relatively 

individual mode of intervention. For many First Nations people, mediaLion 

unconsciously connee 

... So, when I work with 

Iies. It seems to go in 



etions described above could be one import element to explain this 

phenormena. One counsellor i 

because it's sa controversial 

e greatest stumbling ock in the success of an 

licitly identifiable as an alc 1 and dmg abuse recovery 

Native or non-Native, is the fear of thout exception, every progr 

ality -- not tbe professional ethic 

of counsellor/client c dentiality -- but the idea that, ""Oh, to go up there. 

ng to quit drinking or that I'm trying to make a 

life" (1 39NHpll). As one cornsellor said, 

e double-edge of the i ty," a counsellor at an urbm centre 

ed me. He continued to Say, 

If someone is stmggling with the2 addic~ons they don't want it brought 
they'll come out and access 

Cornsellors in two Coast S 

improvement in attendance was occuring and sugges 

e meeting site. ities, new healing centres had k e n  built in 

more isolated locations away from centrdly located Administration offiees, w 

previoiasly been held. Also, in one cornmuni@, the counsellor held 



Inter-tribal rallies and as part of the celebrations incorporated a give-away of 

ecorated paddles, merging aspects of the atch tradition, as a owledgement of the 

ants' successfd sobriety, 

I give paddles away every year. They're beautihl paddles. I really enjoy 
doing that. I've got a friend w e got a friend who 
uts art on them. 
e cal1 it, in our , meming 'ow giveaway'. 

(139NHp 13) 

The sixth edition of the defines syncretic as, "attempting, 

especidly inconsistently, to unify or reconcile diffeBng schools of 

. In addictions recovery for First Nations people, these iffenng schools of 

t consist of the rnul other 12-step programs, 

mandated govemment programs. 

balance them out to keep 

ater use and accep ce in the urban centres of syncretic healing 

s than in reserve CO ties. This may art to the multi-tfibal nature of 

the client base in e due in part to the powerful 

farnily stmctures in 

mentioned above, if an i uentid member 

service, program, or ditional ceremony from another culture, person is most likely 

to ensure that d l  members of their family, d possibly their extende family, boycott the 

service as well. Wowever, s c m  also work to a antage when that i 

service or event. 



qted  introduction an use of the traditional dge ceræmony in 

est Coast reseme co es is a prime example of e creation of a syncretic 

I in addictions reeovery. one of the Coast Salish reserves I visited, 

addie~ons counsellor ad introduced a Sweat Lodge to the com nity 11 years ago an 

has been working wi time. It is an excellent ex le of the syncretic 

e eontroversy sunounding it and benefits resulting fro 

Here is her story: 

have been done to us 

create ceremony. 

t I've been stressing this year is the lin 
we're using our own medieines -- o 
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on't let them or their 

ic healing is central to effectiveness of contempo 

stian healing, suc onymous, as well as to nativistic 

religious and traditional healing practices, such as NorChwest Coast Longhouse ceremonies 

&ns Sweat Lodge ceremonies. Obviously, spiritu ity plays a major role in these 

ealing processes as do social and cultural elements. However, a re-ex 

theoretical perspectives identified in Chapter 2 as relevant to addiction recoveq i 

e spiritual and soeioculturd theories are the two lemt able to provide clinic 

and empirieal results of efficacy. Consequently, health professionals wi 

f a u s  tend to downplay 

logy continues to be 

vexed by this issue of efficacy in traditional medicine an 

unscien~fic romanticisrn are tossed aboint when researc 

at are used to restore holistically. Holism includes spirit and thus 

res one to travel deeply on the healing journey so as to reco 

so aptliy puts it, "the sou1 is not nearly as rational as the ego" ( 

'estem 'S'cience and " 



at Our social problems and our person 

understand the situation d gain control of it" 

our health-related pro the authonty of Controlled Clinical 

le this may be an ess welcome necessity for purely biologicd and 

sical ailments (if, in ng really exists), healing scowges of the soul, like 

ction, requires different ideologies and me 

A consequence of biomedicine 's e g e m y ,  that betmys its secular core, is the 

ssal of what may be the most significant aspect of traditional medicine, the placebo 

rofound, yet unexplain 

O live by traditional values know their religion is not si ly belief but is a 

way of life in which one oliness of every façet of expenence and honours 

that holiness wi en we [in this modern, rational 

world] live from a deeper place, we become palpably aware that life isfik ntals 

mystenous and is ultimately inc ensible to our rati g. We realize 

that we need other Ends of intelligence and skills" ( 

Clearly, then if the Native and non-Native a ctions recovery field is pl 

continue on its present course of a holistic app , new undershndings of efficacy must 

be built to ""counterad biases inherent in the utilization of biomedicd 

s characteristic of much previous work" 

tirne, funding for recovery centres Is depen orne measures to some 

degree. Therefore, the non-Native and off-reserve Native centres have a ma 

to fill out for eac client to measure the efficacy of 

This process is describe 



y, social life; your physicd he th; your mental heal 
is there a decreased involvement with the law. (1 

This follow-up process ody w s for those people who remain accessible and none of the 

urban recovery centres exmine efficacy rates on a longitudin basis -- 12 months is the 

longest period, and this is optional. The percentage of people most centres are able to 

contact for follow-up is quite low because to get lost in the larger populations. 

ore, as another counsellor puts it, 

t's preaching to 
ave found a Job 

it's rather dubiou 
manpwer or the ti 
down to it. It doesn 

ewhat dilFferea for the centres located in reserve eomm 

e smaller populations and inti better sense of 

how well people are ir heding process, For example, when as 

leave the reserve 

The words of a Coast Salish Elder echo the pe and success available to 

ose the mute of renewing and embracing 

evey event. Everyone 



s a distinct differenee in co nication styles belween the Native and non- 

ates al1 levels of a dicGons services and needs to be recognized 

ng, delivery, ev uation and awountabili5. 

The interview phase of s research involved speaking with 19 pro 

e non-Native and 13 Native recovery centres spread tween Coast Salish, 

Kwa es. As was anticipated after c 

brochure analy sis, the spiritual, cul social components of the h stic mode1 were 

represented to a considerably s e in conversations non-Native than with 

e Native individuals. 

questioning with the former e eonsiderably shorter. 

In contrast, non-Nat sis on biological 

ological components, such as de cation programs and the challenges of working 

with dual diaposis clients. They also spoke at much greater length about ma 

'stmtive issues su as intake, assessment, funding and accre itation processes. Due 

slinet lack in cultural or spiri s available for First Nations clients in 

non-Native centres, centres offered little in answer to the basic 

stions. Consequently, the results section. 

e interviews conducted wi 

or differences 



were revealed between s and services offered in u d reserve centres. 

The urban centres catered to a mlt i - t~bal  client base. Consequenily, these centres tended 

to utilize more syneretjc prog s and were very strong in their use of 

lm. They tended to act as investigators and guides, actively helping clients 

iseover and recomect to their cul 

On-reserve counsellors were working with clients gen ly more grounded in their 

traditions and tende to focus more on cultural renewal. 

more likely to respond to pro 

owledged as being a very effective method of delivenng pro 

labelling them as aleohol an S. It was also used as a way to rebuild family 

unis ties and social stmctures that had been decimate residential school 

potlatch law. Sweat dge ceremonies, while being proactively 

introdueed by the ains groups, were meeting vaying responses wi n and between 

e utilization of the Sweat Lodge in .C. First Nations 

ties offers the best rocess of building a syncretie he 

Evaluating addiction recovery pro ms' levels of efficacy remain difficult to 

able pempective cause the components requlnng measurement 

are situated in the realms of the spiri . New understandings of 

efficacy must be built with new kinds of intelligence d skills to counteract the 

erent in biomdic ngitudinal studies are more difficult 

to conduct from urban Native and non-Native, an from reserve centres due 

to the sheer size of urban opulations and ity within these centres. 

ze the resemh results throug a synthesis of the 

gferent phases of analgrsis and a 

stly, I suggest areas at could benefit from 



rst Nations and non-Native addiction health practitioners are 

ir funding sources to provi e accessible, CO 

and professional treatment an prevention progrms. The professional stand 

levels of conipassionate care tient and residenti 

in this study are hig regardless of the culturalispintud orientation of their 

clients. However, wi these administrative a rofessiond similaritles in mind, distinct 

ifferences in their therapeutic ap aches exist and in the values a 

ese differences divide centres into the categones illus 

The brochures contribute to this study were subjected to a comprehensive content 

imagegr used by the centres to advePtise their services and 

otential clients. T 

ade more explicit, and d which were given 

lors, Elders and 

inistrators were subjected to a Slematic conLent analysis wkch 

er into the research questions posed 

regarding the spiritual ture of addiclions recoveq an 



pulling together themes and the stated values established in 

proaches discusse in the interviews to de ine if the stated values 

and goals are in fact implemented. 

N 

alance is an important element in establishing holistic pro erity. Counsellors 

the Native and non-Native recovery centres spoke of 

their clients establi dance in their lives. 

the holistic mode1 being used most frequen y in off-reserve rst Nations recovery centres. 

For centres supprted by provincial funding agencies, the social Theory is 

el of treatment currendy man ted for the delivery of addicCions recovery progr 

.C.. Both madels take a olistic qproach. Wowever, for First Nations counsellors, the 

nts of the models are thought of inte reas comments fro 

non-Native centres suggest that the sub-componenb continue to remain 

somewhat comparl;me!ntalized for m practiCioners. For ex e, a First Nations 

counsellor at an urban centre described the process as follows, 

A eounsellor at a non-Native centre suggested that, 

There9s some professionals that look at the whole person and ehere's some 
al. ""Uou want to talk 



he client-centred appma , also an element of the holistic models, suggests 

to the client ta decide whic f ap t  needs to be inifially addressed when 

ent. "Typicalfy, each peson's going to have a part of that system 

important to focus on" ( 1 need to. begin with the 

ysical. This could range from simply learning self care ta reducing or eli 

ce intake levels, which require monitored assis ugh the effects of 

dnig or alcohol wi drawal. Often, the spintual aspect is primary due to the 

uence of the concept of spiritual which requires e prioritization of spiri 

en addiction is consi 

as a strong presence in bo 

non-Native broc S. However, the a indicates that the value placed on spirituali~ is 

greater in the First Nations rams, Not only is the iritual theme present in a greater 

number of Native broc non-Native, but it is represente twice as often (i.e., the 

ratio of occurrence per brochure is 6:s. Figure 4-1). T s was made explicit throu 

text and visual imagery present. Its i er in the conversations 

of those intewiewed at the Native ce ier in the interview, 

more frequently and for longer duration issues than did the counsellors and 

nistrators at the non-Native centres. Spintuality is therefore determined to be a very 

strong value embedded in e First Nations beatment strategies. As one counsellor at an 

off-resewe centre strongly asserted, " h m  convinced e stuff that we do, 

most successful part that we do is w people find their spintual life. T 



n the non-Native centres there is a much greater rel 

to suppiy the spiri al connection to their clients 

their own centre's progranis. As one e administrators enthusiasticdly stated, "1 

wate involvement with a 12-step 

program, al1 the wing our clients to 12-steps of some sort9' 

Nonetheless, it is important to note how spintual component continues to be de- 

in the non-Native prog s, even though it has been 

Policy N d e r  4 was originally written for the nistry of Wealth and 

Responsible for Seniors, Alcohol and Drug Services, and was trmsferre 

lies along with the responsibility for Ad 

The policy statemnt reads: 

and Drug Services (AD 

is intmductory s 

of spiritudi9 in the vernacular of the non-Native centres. The inclusion of the spintual is 

sent a holistic a if it explicitly names 

only three of its four façets for e of "convenience". As a non-Native centre 
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nisbrabr stated, "1 thi ritual stuff involved in it but tbey didn't seem 

io-psycho-socio-spirit emore, the 

sent in the &erview of Treatment Services whic 

, and education are provide for ... areas such as 

areas" (Kaiser Yo 

29). However, s overstated my case, it i point out that of 

non-Native centres t included the theme of 

em did explicitly identify e spiritual component in 

Comparatively, counsellors worlllng to reco ect First Nations clients to their 

d that the rich es of Native beliefs and cultw 

actices, such as ouse, weave spi 

aspects of daily li fully embrace, or w 

endent holistic pe ective, 0rda:n-y erience is not viewed as being 

ly separate from transcendent realities but rather as arising out of, surroun 

enetrated by saered ations into the world of the sacre 

e sacredness of 

are universal across No erican tribal groups. However, the m 

sts itself is not. First Nations pe diversity in their 

tditional interactions wi are ancient and me ngful. Therefore, 

addiction recovery centres are plming the inc oration of culturally-relevant treatment 

progrms, it is very 

ropriate, particularly in culhirally diverse areas such as ritish Columbia. 



The cultural theme was almost exclusive to the Native centres' brochures. T 

of references to First ations culture in the non-Native centres9 brochures related to listings 

12-Step meetings oc ng iil Friendship Centres. r cultural content 

identsed program and service availabiliQ for clients from Asian- Endo-Canadian 

cultures. This lac service for First Nations people at the non-Native centres was 

interview process. (See Chapter 5, Non-Native De-emphasis.) 

brochures provided by the Native centres, the sub-cakgo 

res' spiritual visual ima 

sub-category identifying e availability of 'kulturdly-relevant programs". 

notion of cultm identity and cul 

reviewed in Ch best of intentions, attempt to 

orate Native cul 1 elements into their recovery s without being aware of 

the presence and extent of Native cultural diversity, and consequently ta 

The pan-Indian roaches which are .C. tend to be those 

y Plains groups such as t e Lakota (Sioux) and Cree, 

ally due to the fact that these groups are physically present in North America 

across a much greater geog anse, their practices have ad much greater me 

are proactively intr eir traditional healing .C,'s addiction t r e a t m t  

centres, correctional institutions, and reserve co 

dge, sweet grass, and Uuwipi ceremonies; and smudging). 

itions are being accepted and adopt more readily by 

Fint Nations addictions centres w eelectic due to 

ly diverse client base. These centres often have a l 



orginating from ands and trlbes who have relocated to e urban centres of 

ssing through as p sient population. The practices are 

readily adopted by individuals wi ir tribal affiliations 

the effects of such eing raised off-reserve in non-Native homes or from 

residential school experiences. These individuals are searching for sorne End of 

culhiral/spiribal rec at resonates within them 

A First Nations counsellor at an urban centre, w erself raised on a 

coastal reserve, commente& 

bring out the cynicism O 

that it's [Plains tracar'tional 

ave to be First Nations 
tually lived on reserves is like to live on these 

reserves, they won't go in 

This perspective is echoed er First Nations counsellor working in a 

reserve centre. en asked if there was mue controversy suwounding 

le in her temtory opting the Sweat dge and snnudge as part of 

O you ask. Sometimes there is, some 
d more] by off-reserve First Nations 

more traditjonal. 
uite closed to those sorts 

ctice that.' They 
t and practicing it. (13 

Coast Salish and Kwakwaka'wakvv recovery centres located on-reserve are 

ms much more on a renewd of local traditions and beliefs 

such as those practiced in winter Lon se cerernonies and the potlat 

diction reeovery centres in the province they offer in vidud counselling. However, a 

major difference in eir progms is the inc 



ealing. This interc ects with the next tbeme whic 

s the social elements. 

social theme appears to ave a fairly equ presence in the Native 

. Wowever, the data indicates that the value placed on social 

aspects is greater in e First Nations programs. This is s own visually where it is 

epicted in twice as rnany brochures (55%) as in the non-Native (24%). Furthemore, 

wbile sub-categones of the theme are present ally in an almost equal number of 

rochures from botk gro e intensity of occurrences is do 

rochures (i.e., the ratio of occurrence per broc ure is 42. Figure 4- 1). ts imporkance is 

finrther indicated in the interviews where the 

communi ty issues. herefore, conce 

cularly interconnecte 

strong values embedded in the First Nations treatment strategies. 

Comparatively, the program facilitators at the non-Native centres 

se interviews consiste of brief comments 

ortance of connecLing individuals to groups in the c ty such as the 

fellowship, outreach through needle exc ange progras,  and justice where the discussion 

a m d  the fact eir clients were mandated to attend treatment 

orders or Child tection Services, w ch is also tme in e Native centres. 

nent of interconnecte in tbis study, also e 

is evident in the Native perspective of holism and 

e sacred interco ctedness of al1 beings in the natural and sup 

e Pocket Oxford Dictiomgt ofCuvent English defines interconneetion as 

each other in a meanlngul or relev 

erspective of interconnectedness incl idea of ' c o m m i o n 9  
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defined as having inti te discussions, social alings and fellowship or feelings in close 

touch with a friend or with Nature, especially on the basis of religion (Sykes 1978: 161). 

nterconnectedness is an essential aspect of the expemence Ulstilling a sense 

of belonging and equality. Spirit is the oneness 

eople in recovery from the spiritual b 

as a way of Bsolating an individual. It magnifies one's sense of 

aloneness. Consequently, a significant part of the ealing process involves recomecting 

nity and feeling as ough there is a place for one in community wi 

Iiis concept is one of the strongest bonds 

Anonymous tog er and contmbutes to its success. 

ent sense of belonging because al1 me rs are alcoholics andlor addicts in recovery. 

The underlying si larities in their expenences create a situation w re the need for 

ations are unnecessary. Everyone simply knows. They can corn 

fellowship is well 

and membership is explicitly endorsed in e vast majority of off-reserve Native an 

Native recovery centres throu s and interviews. 

centres is a Kw Elder who is very c rogram. He gives a 

sing endorsem over culturally-relevant treatment in the early stages of 

recovery. 



The social issue of Justice ological issue of violence, which 

ve quite a strong presence in the Native brochures (see discussion in Chapter 4), 

ssed to the greatest extent in e interviews in reference to residential school 

experience. First Nations counsellors, Elders and administrators spolçe to the 

ntified most often as the loss of cultur identiq which, in turn, frequently led to 

violence and addietive behaviours requiBng judici 

e their addiction expenences in 

on, many of the First Nations coinmunity members have residerrtid sc 

experiences in c dti-generational aling is mquired to recover from the 

d substance abuses instlgated erience. It is c 

unity members. '" sidential school s 

sorder. Neveaheless, some mental h 

view it as a component of a generalized "post-traumatic stress disorder ( 

Psychiatrie Association 1 ecause individuals, cornm 

chologist Judith Neman attempts to redefine SD by proposing 

e stress disorder" ( , she argues, occurs when 

osed to long-tem, unrelenting and sustained trauma, abuse and terror. 

Couture insightfiilly suggests that ""bcause of acculturation pressures, Aboriginal 

co 'ties present, in cases, a damage collective self, rev 

d its compon lies" (Couture in 

up the effects of this historie c trauma by stating: 

ty or society whi 
ce points for its citizens r- 
thological behaviours. 

lived experience of a w 

To heal a community uires cornmuni ty events. First Nations in 

reserve co elief stmctures inelude a sacred inter- 

comectedness with fa ity, pas( and present, 



of the Table, is a very successful healing a 

the Table provides a holistic roach involving not simply aring of meals ( 

together (social) but provides events w ) and a renewal of 

an oecur along with mutu 

support in times of 

e events create ceremony wi 

They provide opportuities for local language with story tell 

ng. They allow for witness and mutud understanding similar to a Sharing 

lies back together to rebuild c 

by residentid school experiences. They provide a re audience for the ex 

and teachings of both 

owledges. Of course, element f o d  in the 

ay of the Table, is factor of multi-genera~onal inclusion. People of al1 ages can and 

do participate whic heals the community eally not only hori 

1 experiences but vertical h al1 of the age 

ge and children can share their hope and energy for a brig 

Social soles and tradition& stmcture can be re-established. 

r off-reserve First Na~ons le beginning their joumey of reco 

original roots as urban First Nations recovewy 

act as a self-contained c ity in its own right, a role the Fiiendshi 

play particularly well. Counsello 

rnembers of their tribal gro are associatecl with 

Centre. For a client wi tural origins, they c 

functions to get a sense of whjch culture onal practices resonate the 

strongest for the nistrator f m  a Native Healing 

Centre describes how his centre accesses these c d  groups for his clients: 



ese clients can rec ugh they are far removed 

eir reserve or cultural homeland. 

The expression of the psy interviews maintained a si 

patlem in ernphasis as was expressed in the rochure analysis. ssues of grief, suici 

violence tendecl to be ern asized more diiring e inkrviews at Native recovery centres 

e non-Native. Dual dia osis and other explicit mentions of mental health were 

non-Native centres. The sub-category of violence was spoken of to 

greatest degree and, as discusse above, for the First Nations ople the central featwe of 

discussions related to issues of use as expenenced in resi 001s. It was also 

at these experiences tend to cycle down inter-generation ly leading to issues 

of family violence in association wi substance abuse. As one First Nations adniinistrator 

on-reserve stated, 

we finish working with 
y become parents and 

e an impact on how 

Similar to the psyc eme, the biologicd theme was 

in both the bro mes and the interviews with a slightly greater emphasis in the non-Native 

recovery centres on t in to a portion of 



mandato~y educational series w tion was related to clients regarding 

sical effect of substances on the bo y, and throu* their home detox 

owledgement from both Native and non-Native counsellors of the relevance 

pendency Theory (Chapter 2) but the general consensus of the non- 

d up in the following, " inly have gone from 

d mode1 ..., to being bio-psycho-social 

around that one'? (123JKp 18). 

iological sub-categories touched on in e interviews with First Nations 

counsellors, partieularly from e on-reserve centres, were eneouraging p 

ysical activities such as canoe races and medicine walks. th-related 

emes not mentioned in brochures were introduced in interviews. In 

V/AIDS were discussed at several centres due, in a large part, 

alcohol plays in bo of these diseases. 

literature, notions of 'hybridity' and kcrolimtion9 

and fiow of cultural ideas as very concept of culture 

accomodates itself to ifting and overlapping identities. In this thesis, 

refer to the notion of "yncretic' heding models w h ~  

differing schools of thought. 1x1 s case, the tradition teachings of Plains people are 

being injected into e addiction recovery progrms of 

acceptance. 

Traditions are created. Sometimes y are bom from divine s 

sometimes f m  ental constmints. tions undergo change over time 

as environments and power s 

First Nations cultural diiversity llenia establishing rie 



traditions. After contad, colonization practices and the residentid school 

close to emdicating this rieh diversity. Children were se 

unities for long periods of time. ey were taught that their culture was i 

They were forbidden to use their language. This led to a loss of self-esteem, a loss of 

respect for Elders, and, consequently, a loss of cultural and spidtual 

these individuals found the elves adrift, in the shadows of two cultures, feeling alienate 

and in a psychic state referred to as "anomic de ession" (Jilek 198252). 

e most common ng these untenable si ons was to dull the pain 

1 and substance abuse. 

eel teaches continuous movement and 

again. Cultural renewal is occ g at an increasing rate rec 

spiPitudÎy banknipt to eir true souls. First Nations' national pride is 

experiencing a strong resurgenee as self-gove ent and issues of sovereignty are being 

negotiated. As a Coast Salish counselior says, ""Wow do we do 

of the wheel? That's when you start looking at individual renewal 

result of a nation aling is well on its way. But the traditions 

e province teaching 

eir healing ceremonies to anyone who wishes to use them as tools for 

addiction reeovery . 
on, are happenin 

how to go along with it and work i 

Therefore, it is essential to avoid the attitu 

are locked in an unchangng definition of what constitutes traditional 

Some traditions are more easily bomwed and Those that are 

e existence of co 

be embraced by many because it teac 



inlerconnectedness t holds a position of macy in the off-reserve 

ing centres, but not so on-resewe, at least not by 

cleansing is an er aspect where cultuml c can be found in the healing 

owever, there are signZfim e means and rights involved in 

acbleving the purified state between the ains and tbe No est Coast peoples. 

le, the purification ceremonies of Plains cultures (i.e., Sweat Lodge, smudging 

vely mobile and are ared freely whereas the Coast 

nter Spirit Dances and sxwayxwey involve ersonal guardian s 

ownersEp, status and i ritance through 

To some extent success of a syncretic roach appears to depend on 

the camrnitted energy and olitical clout of the c 

ce and deliver the rogmms. Those w 

"where there can be ealing is to take in e new and to bring 

together. It's always brin g them together because we can't go wi 

2-71. However, traditional ly structures are powerfull 

reserve communities. If an i ly member is against the integmGon of a 

traditional cermony from an er culture group, that person is likely to ensure that other 

ly members, including their extended farnily, will boycott e ceremony as well. Of 

is family stmcture can also work to antage -- when 

.C.'s non-Native addiction pro s tend to leave the healing of First Nations 

rst Nations counsellors and progr S. This is due in part to a lack 

of funding to sup a cultumlly specific pro ring of First Nations staff 

as part of their counselfing te y because their Fimt Nations client base is small due 

rent lack of trust of non-Native eople by First Nations su 

and (2) a difference in CO nicaGon styles; artly because of 



non-Native heal professionds that First Nations elp from their own 

le. This is true to sorne extent. However, as a Carrier administmtor points out, 

he formula-driven 
where the funding i 
to train qualified Nativ 

rst Nations addiction co sellors who practice the hilosopby Culture Is 

Treatment believe that for their people to heal from tcy of addiction, 

they need to reco ect to thek own deep souls, to claim back their First Nations identity. 

.C. cultural traditions create a new 

more globdized healing Erst Nations culture or will gration attempt le 

increased nation pride and reassertion of the diverse traditiond .C. First Nations 

is is a question for future researchers. However, in the meantime it is criticd 

ssionals worlting in addiclions recovery to ensure that individuals, 

traumatic life experiences, are not further abused by being fore 

hey m s t  be allowed the time and e freedom to find their own way 

back into their culture, ifthat is where they wish to go. 

This thesis project was desi to take a broad comp ve look at the alcohol an 

subsbnce abuse recovery programs provided by Native and non-Native tre 

a base of information whieh c 

s a resource by other s and by prograrn facilitators at e recoveny centres 

emselves. In the process of eompleting ect, several issues have corne to li 

benefit from further investigation. 



cacy can be view many d i f fe~nt  rspectives. The 

er a person or c ty is being cured or healed and w 

or symbolic proofs. T applications of different 

problem c m  also affect concept of efficacy. As funding 

agencies in the addictions recovery field require evidence of successful tre 

more work needs to be done to develop an understan 

differs between traditional me ic healing and biomedical measures of 

efficacy . Research wi their patients is require to explore and compre 

how efficacy is understood at ses of recovery wi n traditional healing 

systems, This understanding could result in the establis ent of more effective outcome 

, in tum, could suppol"t re sts for increased funding. 

The differences in communication styles identified in this research suggest that First 

Nations people who deal with gove ent agencies on a regular bais, especially the 

y, would benefit from definition of a stnicture more 

responsive to First Nations. e administrators at an an Native Healing Centre 

pointed out that rst Nations people require specialized approac es because from the First 

rent way of looking at things, a different way of 



First Nations systems, and quite possibly non-Native systems, would benefit from an 

exa&natIon of the c cation styles inherent in 

Irealing so as to build a nistmive bridges which rt requirements for accountable 

financial reporting. 

uired from the abuses experience ential schools is extensive 

desperately requires rese 

counsellors need effective te s pa&icular "syndrome' because most of 

their First Nations clients ave experienced trauma Y 

counsellors are illing to open that door because the ealing required is more 

program is able to handle at this tirne. As one adminisirator said, 

ople do want to heal, 
out there when 
and tnggering 

the non-Native addicLions case load 

osis with a very large ortion of this CO-morbidity diagnosed as depression. 

agnosis clients are usudly referre for treatment to men alth professionals with 

a different funding source. A non-Native centre adniinistrator who is also 

noticed that as t d  Health's fmding 

so grew at a similarly steep pace. However, there is a lack of 

data regarding dual dia osis in First Mations ulations. Researc in this area could 

benefit addictions eounsellors and other First Nations workers through an 

rstmding of the c lexities involve individuals suffering from 

comorbidity, and throu cess to addition es for treatnient. 
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Dmg Program 

C nt: None 
) funding 

Services: Screening and assessment; refe ; brief intervention; individu 
group counselling; access to childeare for clients. ides programs for 
friends of persons with substame misuse problems. 

a chosocial, client-centred approach. 
te d brief solution-focused strategies t 

services in schools, 

Association of 

to Client: None 
CF(AS) funding 

Sewices: For Aboriginal people marily, but all welcome. Screening and assessment; 
brief intervention; individual, fa and g?oup counselling for substance rnisuse and 

programs for family and frien 
ms. Offers lalking circles, which are open 

reduction; aims to improve 
ends attendance at 12-step 

respects the cultural, 1, and traditional beliefs of First Nations people. 
activities include wo in schools and cornuni9  and networking with 
ertiaent service pro 



s for policy and First 
pleased to send you a 

needs no personal i 

Sineerely, 

vans 



1. response c 

2. business card 

4. memo 
5. post-it note 

r 
osal 

16, lesson plan 

17. report 

22. consent fo 
23. quesltionnaire 
24. work form 
25. workbook 

unspecified time 

andlor personal data 
th goals/plans/eoncems 

27. book 

29. newsletter 
30. newspaper 



* Family Therapy 
Men's Only Healing Circle 
Aboriginal Headstart Program 
Lifestyle-Healing Program for Men who are 
Abusive 
(Centre #142) Family Life Society 
Family Support Program 
Outpatient Alcohol and Drug Counselling 

areness and information 
Child and Famiiy Services 
Sexual Abuse (from two centres) 
Parenting Program and Traditional Pre- 
Natal 
Empowering First Nations Youth in Uni 
Provincial Care and Custody Abuse 
Program 
Family Violence Program 

* Youth and Famiiy Services 
Duai Diagnosis Services 
An Employee & Family Assistance Progran 
for Your Business - Explorations Group 
Relapse Prevention Group 
16-Step Empowerment Group for Women 
Day intensive Program 
Support Group 
lnsite Program 

O Problem Gambling Services for Seniors 
(+55) 
Teens and Gambling 
Women and Gambling 
Problem Gambling Program 



Split whale copper Animal face [bear?] 

edicine Wheel and associated symbols Eagle feathers 
Drums andfor shields Eagle in flight 
Pipes Native lodge (tipi) 

Border graphics implying four directions 

1 Sun - full or rising with rays extending 
i Rainbows andior over-arching semi-circles 
1 * Head with outstretched win& - silouette 

Spiritual beliefs respected / "learn a 

Aboriginal teaching & beliefs / "Red Raad"; "enhance traditional Aboriginal values"; "Sisiut!' 



---- 

four-diraional circles 
1 cogged circle 

-- 

Holisrn - full 'al1 areas of health, including physical, psychological, social, 
cultural and soirituai" 

Holism - partial "affects a person's overall health including physical, 
emotional, farnily, vocational and social weli being" 1 ---"---- 

olisrn - undefined / "holistic methods of healing" ; "balance" 

Cross-cultural issues 

continued 

O baby in decorated cradle board / * eagle in flight 

red & white hands clasping inside circle , 
tribal band names written in circle 1 
obvious Native art style and elernents 
Native paraphernalia (i.e., drums, shields, 
pipes, eagle feathers, coppers) 

ative client base 
.-- 

the needs of urban Aboriginai people" 

Visible rninorities to the Indo-Canadian community" 
- - 

Culturally-relevant ative 1 "implements a cultural component in each of the groups" 
prograrns 1 "an Elder works with our people" -- 



Native band names written to join in circle 
two or more individuais interacting 

I Rally"; "healthy relationships" 

"hospitalized clients and local schools"; "home visits" 
-Wu--- -- 

8 

Community enhancement 1 "prornote community self reliance"; "eiders luncheons" 

Community involvement 1 "to become part of a planning process"; "memberships" 

Justice / "VrctimNVitness program"; " ative Courtworkers" 

Grief 8t loss / "grief and loss" 

Suicide / "family dynamics such as ... suicide" 

Violence ss"; "cycle of violence" 





dentified on2y as a guide. ou will establis 
ture and content by dis 

grams, p s t ,  p 

e who come to your centre for help? 
r centre been offenng programs in alcohol andlor substance abuse 

ey corne to your centre for 

ur centre's recove 

How do you evaluate the effectiveness of your prog 
CI most efTective aspect of yo 

do you need to it more effective? 

@ any health-related issues it nee 



You are being asked to vol 

any additional concens abo 

niisregresented in any way. 

you are free to sefuse to 



(continued) 

Having understood the above i and been given an opportunily to have my 
questions answered, 1 agree to in this project: 

Signature of P 




